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INTRODUCTION:  ABOUT THE LONG ISLAND ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL POLICY 
INSTITUTE AND THE ROUNDTABLE FOR LONG ISLAND’S FUTURE 

The Long Island Economic and Social Policy Institute at Dowling College (LIESP) was founded to provide

a forum for discussions amongst Long Islanders and their elected, appointed and civic leaders, and to be a

mechanism for formulating practical solutions to the economic and social issues confronting the nation’s first

suburb. The LIESP Roundtable for Long Island’s Future is that forum, is sponsored by Washington Mutual,

and features thoughtful, provocative and enlightened interactive debate between presenters and participants

on the cutting-edge concerns impacting Long Island, America’s First Suburb. Each Roundtable featured a

white paper on the topic, all of which are available at the LIESP website,  www.dowling.edu. 

The January 2007 inaugural LIESP Roundtable featured New York State Regent Roger Tilles who briefed

nearly 100 educators, civic activists, and local school and government officials on local educational issues.

LIESP issued its first white paper, “The Long Island Racial Divide, The Education Attainment Gap,” thus

engaging in the debate over local education funding equity.

In February, the “Economic Benefits of Diversity: Untapping the Potential of Long Island’s Black Community,”

was discussed by Urban League President Theresa Sanders and 100 Black Men member, Hempstead Village

Attorney and president of the Nassau County Bar Association Lance Clarke. 

March featured two roundtables. The first was Long Island’s property tax dilemma discussed by Nassau

County Assessor Harvey Levinson, with LIESP unveiling its signature issue of reducing school taxes by nearly

47% by having New York State pay for local teachers’ salary. LIESP’s plan will bring significant school

property tax cuts and economic benefit to Long Island, and has been adopted by State Senator and Senate

Deputy Majority Leader Dean Skelos (R-Rockville Center).

The second March roundtable focused on the economic benefits of Brownfield development and featured

Suffolk County Executive Steve Levy, now Chief Deputy County Executive Jim Morgo, Commissioner of

Environment and Energy, Carrie Meek Gallagher and Suffolk County Community Development Director Joe

Sansavarino.

In May, Dr. Patrick B. Johnson, Professor of Human Development & Learning at Dowling College and LIESP

collaborated on a white paper titled, “No Child Left Behind: A Good Idea Not Living Up To Its Promise.”

Discussion included the problem with high-stakes testing and the role that poverty plays in education

attainment.

June attendees evaluated open space, whether we are buying too much or not enough, and whether

purchasing open space should be left to the free market pressures or be orchestrated by local government.

Kevin McDonald of the Nature Conservancy and Cliff Sondock of the Land Use Institute provided compelling

and controversial analysis.
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In September, the Economics of Immigration was the topic of conversation between economist and

Newsday columnist Ray Keating, Long Island Federation of Labor President John Durso, and Long Island

Immigration Alliance Executive Director Luis Valenzuela.   

The October Roundtable was held at Newsday, where Newsday Act II editor Noel Rubinton and Nassau

County Surrogate Judge John Riordan offered commentary on the aging of Long Island and what it means

for local residents. LIESP illustrated that during the next 20 years those 65-years and older will be the

only demographic group to grow.

The fall season ended in November, with a scintillating roundtable of the clean up costs of the

environmental legacy of Long Island’s manufactured gas plants.  Animatedly discussing their opinion

differences were National Grid’s David Manning, Dr. John Tanacredi, Professor of Earth and Marine Science

at Dowling College, and Suffolk County Legislator Dr. Wayne Horsley. 

LIESP has had other important successes; one was the study by Dr. Mark Greer, Professor of Economics

at Dowling College, which shed light on the high costs of wind power, leading to LIPA’s rejecting of the

project. Others included two LIESP studies for Senator Charles Schumer (D-New York), one illustrating the

economic impact of the Alternative Minimum Tax on Long Islanders and the other on the economic cost

of the beach closing.

However, most important to the success of LIESP are the opinions of the Roundtable participants, and

through the generosity of Suffolk Federal Credit Union, they are presented below in this white paper.
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CHAPTER 1: LONG ISLAND’S RACIAL DIVIDE - 
THE HIGHER EDUCATION ATTAINMENT GAP

INTRODUCTION
No greater challenge to

sustaining Long Island’s

economy exists than in

identifying the workforce

to replace the highly

trained and highly

educated retiring baby

boomers.  If that replace-

ment workforce can’t be

found, then the regional

workforce will have to contract with businesses leaving to find a work force and taking with them the growth

of the regional economy. Discussing the higher education gap, and what the New York State Board of Regents

are thinking on this topic was New York State Regent Roger Tilles.

The white paper summary that follows and the comments of the Roundtable participants conclude that

an untapped workforce in communities of color exists to replace the retiring baby boomers, but that

workforce currently possesses less skills and lower educational attainment to fill those jobs.   

To place the importance of educational attainment levels in perspective, to differing degrees, what was

happening in segregated Long Island communities were that each was confronting the dual challenge of

erosion of their social fabric and local economies.  Each was dealing with the impact from the regional

stagnation of the construction industry, the mid to late 1980’s contraction of the Long Island’s prime defense

contractors, and the closing of the Pilgrim State Psychiatric Hospital in the early 1990’s. Many Long Islanders

who worked as engineers in regional defense prime contractors such as Sperry, Grumman, Fairchild

Republic, and Eaton lost their jobs and left Long Island never to return, taking with them their critical

economic multiplying jobs. Others, less skilled, lost employment at Pilgrim State.  

As the ripple effect of these lost jobs percolated through the Long Island economy, those who lost their

jobs did not find it easy to get new ones, while others lacking the skills heavily influenced by the requirements

of the global economy were unable to access the jobs being created in the regional economy. Many moved

from their communities, while those who were untrained for jobs now required of the global economy were

left economically behind. 

Thus, the uneven educational attainment levels that are presented below, and the growing higher

education attainment gap between the races certainly meets the criteria of being critical to the long-term

sustainability of the regional economy, especially since there were quantifiable differences between white

communities and communities of color in adapting to the job skills and intellectual demands of the global

economy.  



Another concern about the higher education gap between the races is that attracting new jobs to the

region by attracting industry is extremely difficult and costs more to than the costs of growing a new

workforce from the untapped regional manpower that is currently not producing its maximum economic

impact. That workforce is in communities where higher education attainment is weakest and, these

communities, which are already here on Long Island, are predominately communities of color.   

The result is that the lower levels of educational attainment in economic lagging communities worked

counter to what was needed to access the higher paying jobs being created in the regional.               

Other research has shown that income is closely related to the level of education, as is the widening

income gap.  Robert Reich, in The Works of Nations, points out that a male with a high school diploma but no

college education who is employed and earning $27,733 in 1987, will find that fourteen years earlier in 1973,

someone with the same education would have earned $31,677, as expressed in 1987 dollars.  Thus, with no

more than a high school education, real earnings actually declined by 12%.  That same male, if he had

dropped out of high school and was working in 1987 would have earned $16,094, as compared to the $19,562

(expressed in 1987 dollars) he would have earned in 1973, a decline of 18 %.  For a graduate from a four-year

college the earnings comparison would be different.  The 1987 earnings of $50,115 would be comparable to

the $49,531 (expressed in 1987 dollars) earned by a four-year college graduate in 1973.  While a college

degree does not guarantee that one will earn more, without it the chances are very slim that one will.

THE EDUCATION GAP DEFINED
In 1970, an educational attainment gap was developing between Suffolk County and North Amityville.

While 52 and 51% of the respective 1970 Suffolk County and North Amityville populations had completed

some level of schooling, 59% of those over 25 years of age in Suffolk County had graduated high school or

gone on to higher education as compared to 40% in North Amityville.  By 1990, while North Amityville showed

improvement, the education attainment gap continued to widen.  Those over 25 years of age having attained

some level of education had grown to 64 and 61% of the respective Suffolk County and North Amityville

populations, with 82% of those in Suffolk County having graduated high school and gone on to higher

education as compared to 70% in North Amityville.  Furthermore, those in Suffolk County over 25 years of age

attending school increased by 45% between 1970 and 1990, as compared to 38 % in North Amityville. 

The importance of this education attainment gap is that it occurred when changes in the global economy

restructured the job market from jobs requiring a lesser degree of education and skills to jobs requiring a

higher level. While there was comparable growth in college and post college education attainment, the 36%

of North Amityville residents attaining higher education levels still lagged behind the 49 % in greater Suffolk

County, drawing the correlation that a greater proportion of the North Amityville population was employed

in lower paying jobs, resulting in lower family income.
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EDUCATION ATTAINMENT GAP BETWEEN THE RACES
By 1990, an educational attainment gap anomaly had developed between Suffolk County and Huntington

Station.  While 64.7 and 66.4% of the respective 1990 Suffolk County and Huntington Station populations

had completed some level of schooling, 82.2% of those over 25 years of age in Suffolk County had graduated

from high school or gone on to higher education as compared to 79.1% in Huntington Station. By 2000, while

Huntington Station maintained previous educational attainment levels, the population education

attainment gap had disappeared.  Those who had attained some level of education were now 66.4 and 66.2%

of the respective Suffolk County and Huntington Station populations. However, the higher education

attainment gap for those over 25 years of age had now widened, with 86.2% of those in Suffolk County

having graduated from high school and gone on to higher education as compared to 79.9% in Huntington

Station.  One explanation for the widening of the gap was that those in Suffolk County over 25 years of age

attaining some level of education increased by 10.2% between 1990 and 2000, nearly twice the 5.5% growth

rate in Huntington Station. 

As evident in the communities of North Amityville and Roosevelt, a higher education attainment gap

emerged as changes in the global economy restructured Long Island’s job market from jobs requiring a lesser

degree of education and skills to jobs requiring a higher level. By 2000, growth in college and post college

education attainment for Suffolk County had increased more than 2.7 times that of Huntington Station. A

further indication of the higher education gap is that the 34.3% of Huntington Station residents in 2000 who

attained higher education levels was slightly higher than the 33.4% in 1990, and lagged slightly behind the

36.4% in greater Suffolk County, which grew from 31.9% in 1990.  

While there was clear evidence of a higher education attainment gap between each of the reviewed

communities of color and their surrounding counties, the following analysis explores the relationships

between 1990 and 2000 of each community with each other.

Each community shows growth in higher education attainment yet the percentage gap between the

communities of color and their surrounding county continued to widen.  Conversely, the higher education

levels in predominantly white Port Washington not only exceed that of Roosevelt and Huntington Station, but

also surrounding Nassau County. 

In 1990, the highest percentage of the over 25-year-old population that had completed some college,

graduated college and/or received advanced degrees was in Port Washington 65.3%, which contrasted sharply

with both Huntington Station’s 50.3% and Roosevelt’s 40.2%.  Furthermore, registered high school

graduates, not college graduates, were the largest percentage increases in educational attainment in the over

25 years of age population of Roosevelt with 31.7% and Huntington Station with 28.8%. Additionally, both

communities have significantly higher percentages that haven’t received a high school diploma than Port

Washington. 
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A continuation of these characteristics indicates a developing trend in communities of color of an under-

educated population without the requisite skills for locally created jobs generated by the global economy.

However by 2000, the educational attainment gap between Port Washington’s other study areas continued

to increase.  With over 53% of those over 25 years of age achieving a college education including advanced

degrees, Port Washington has continued its trend of a higher percentage of its population graduating from

college.

The Roosevelt community did not fare as well as Port Washington. In 2000, as with 1990, the lowest

percentage of the population of the three communities completing a college education is Roosevelt with

14.3%. This is outdistanced by the largest portion of its population (30.8%) receiving a high school diploma

as the highest level of educational attainment. In 2000, Roosevelt clearly represented the largest gap in

educational attainment when compared to Huntington Station and Port Washington.

Although representing the lowest percentage of its over 25 year old population completing higher

education, Roosevelt shows a dramatic percentage increase of 18.3% in those completing college and

advanced degrees. However, while Roosevelt’s percentage of higher educational attainment growth was the

highest, the 62.2% of its population not making it to 9th grade or above was also the greatest of the

communities reviewed. Thus, in this case Roosevelt becomes a study of extremes, a most troubling and

significant situation. 

Huntington Station does not fare much better than Roosevelt. Although, the percentage changes are less

extreme, there is a significant 17.9% increase in its over 25 population completing college/advanced degrees

while, at the same time, 19.3% of the same population did not achieve beyond an 8th grade education.

Port Washington, although having the highest percentage of its over 25 years of age population

completing college/advanced degrees, between 1990 and 2000 it also reported the lowest aggregate percent

increase in education attainment. However, Port Washington showed a steady increase in highly educated

people over 25 years of age as well as a decrease in under-educated people. 

Port Washington clearly contrasts sharply with Roosevelt and Huntington Station, which although show

large percentage increases in those completing college and above, still show significant and problematic

percentage increases in those not moving beyond 8th grade.

From 1990 to 2000, the White population on Long Island has shown a marginal decrease in overall

education attainment for those over 25 years of age. Of the .1% decrease of 835 people, the largest

percentage of educational attainment growth was with those reaching college and beyond with a 17.1%

increase of approximately 90,914 people. Increases were also noted in those completing some college, with

approximately 9,891 people representing a 3.5% increase from 1990 to 2000 criteria. 
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However, between 1990 and 2000, was a significant 24.0% decrease in those completing between 9th and

12th grade without a diploma, and a 7.3% decrease in those graduating high school. However, as

demonstrated by Table 9, the largest and most alarming result was the 30.7% decrease of whites completing

8th grade or less. What makes this important is that there hasn’t been a significant increase in the white

population over 25 years old. Of those that are, shifts in educational attainment have occurred, where whites

have taken advantage of higher education opportunities, allowing them to fill the higher paying jobs being

created in the regional economy. 

TABLE 9: WHITE EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT ON LONG ISLAND 1990-2000
Increase

WHITE 1990 % 2000 % (Decrease) %
8th Grade or less 85,883 5.5% 59,486 3.8% (26,397) (30.7%)

9th – 12th Grade No Diploma 160,918 10.3% 122,273 7.8% (38,645) (24.0%)
High Schl Graduate 502,364 32.1% 465,766 29.8% (36,598) (7.3%)

College 1-3 years 283,136 18.1% 293,027 18.8% 9,891 3.5%
College Grad + 532,131 34.0% 623,045 39.8% 90,914 17.1%

Total 1,564,432 100% 1,563,597 100% (835) (.1%)
Source:  (a) 1990 U.S. Census Table SF-3, 2000 U.S. Census Table DP-2. (b) 2000 U.S. Census Table SF-3, 2000 U.S. Census Table

DP-2. Table: SEX BY EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT FOR THE POPULATION 25 YEARS AND OVER (WHITE ALONE) - 
Universe: White alone population 25 years and over

Increase
BLACK 1990 % 2000 % (Decrease) %

8th Grade or less 9,526 8.6% 7,266 5.4% (2,260) (23.7%)
9th – 12th Grade. No Diploma 20,192 18.1% 20,321 15.1% 129 .6%
High School Graduate 33,691 30.3% 39,499 29.3% 5,808 17.2%

College 1-3 years 22,705 20.4% 29,161 21.6% 6,456 28.4%
College Grad + 25,154 22.6% 38,616 28.6% 13,462 53.5%

Total 111,268 100% 134,863 100% 23,595 21.2%
Source:  (a) 1990 U.S. Census Table SF-3, 2000 U.S. Census Table DP-2. (b) 2000 U.S. Census Table SF-3, 2000 U.S. Census Table

DP-2. Table: SEX BY EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT FOR THE POPULATION 25 YEARS AND OVER
(Black/African American ALONE) - Universe: White alone population 25 years and over

WHITE EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT ON LONG ISLAND 1990-2000
The following Table 10 illustrates a more positive picture. It is positive concerning the 21.2% increase

between 1990 and 2000 of the education attainment levels among Long Island’s Black population over 25

years of age. More significant is that the largest increase of 53.5% was in those completing college and/or

advanced degrees. Also, similar to the White population, the largest decrease for Blacks was in those not

reaching beyond an 8th grade education.   

TABLE 10: SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS

NORTH AMITYVILLE AND SUFFOLK  COUNTY-1970 TO 1990:
 17% White in 1990.

 Gap In Higher Education Attainment: 

 Suffolk County -vs- North Amityville in 1970 23% to 13%, a Gap of 10%: 
by 1990 Gap expanded by a third to 13% (49% to 36%). 

 slower growth in college enrollment, greater enrollment in elementary and high school, 
and slower growth in  post secondary education attainment.

 decreases in entrepreneurs, private sector employment, and in the higher paying
professional, craft, construction jobs; and increases in lower-paying service and sales jobs.1

1 Cantor, Martin R. Long Island, The Global Economy and Race: The Aging of
America’s First Suburb. Long Island Development Corp. Bethpage, New
York. September 2006.



HUNTINGTON STATION AND SUFFOLK COUNTY: 1990 TO 2000
 71.5% White in 1990.

 Gap in Higher Education Attainment: 

 Suffolk County -vs- Huntington Station in 1990 49.3% to 50.3%, a Gap of -1%: 
by 2000 the Gap expanded to 3.1% (54.9% to 51.8)

 greater negative growth in college enrollments than Suffolk County, equivalent  
enrollment growth in elementary and high school, and significantly slower growth in 
post-secondary education attainment.

 relative consistency regarding educational attainment, yet approximately 20% 
of its population has less than a high school diploma.

 a significant decrease in entrepreneurs, marginal increase in private sector employees, 
with comparable distribution of higher paying jobs, and similar increases in lower paying service, 
clerical and sales jobs.2 

ROOSEVELT AND NASSAU COUNTY: 1990 TO 2000
 8% White in 1990.

 Gap In Higher Education Attainment: 

 Nassau County -vs- Roosevelt in 1990 54% to 40.2%, a Gap  of 13.8%;
by 2000 the Gap expanded to 20.2  (60% to 39.8%)

 slower growth in college enrollments, greater  enrollment in elementary and high 
school, and slower growth in post-secondary education attainment.

 a 62.2%  increase in those receiving less than a 9th grade education.

 a decrease in entrepreneurs, an increase in private sector employment, and a 
decrease to negligible growth in higher paying professional, craft,  construction and 
machine operator jobs; and an increase in lower paying service, clerical and sales job.3

PORT WASHINGTON AND NASSAU COUNTY: 1990 AND 2000
 83.8% White in 1990.

 Gap in Higher Education Attainment: 

 Nassau County -vs- Port Washington in 1990 54% to 65.3%, a Gap of 
-11.3%; by 2000 the negative Gap (equates to more college attainment in 
Port Washington than region) has grown to -11.9%  (60% to 71.9%) 

 -slower growth in college enrollments, greater enrollment in elementary and high 
school, comparable growth in post-secondary education attainment with 
greater higher education attainment gap.

 consistent increases in its higher educated population, increasing 9.7% from 1990
to 2000. In 2000 over 53% of Port Washington’s 25 year old + population 
had received college and/or advanced degrees.  

 a dramatic increase entrepreneurs, a significant decrease in private sector employment and
increase in government employment.  Similar decreases in higher paying professional, managerial 
and administrative jobs, with dramatic increases in lower paying service, clerical, and sales jobs. 4
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LONG ISLAND: WHITES BETWEEN 1990 AND 2000:
 whites over 25 years of age having a level of educational attainment basically remained 

the same, decreasing by .1%. 
 report a 17.1%  in higher educated attainment, with the largest population component 

over 25 years of age having achieved higher education attainment.

LONG ISLAND: BLACKS BETWEEN 1990 AND 2000: 
 the Long Island Black population over 25 years of age having some level of education 

significantly increased by 21.2%.  
 higher education attainment increased by 53.5%, with decreases of 23.7% in the undereducated

populations of less than 9th grade educational attainment. 
 -High School graduates and those with some college education increased by 17.2% and 28.4% respectively.

CONCLUSION
What is clear is that there were distinct differences in education attainment levels between the

communities of color of North Amityville, Roosevelt, and Huntington Station, the white population of Port

Washington, and each’s respective county.  There where noticeable higher education attainment gaps, and

even more noticeable was as the community became predominantly white that gap totally disappeared,

replaced by a gap where the locality did better than the county that they were located.

Why the higher education attainment gap matters is that the higher educational attainment level that a

person achieves can be directly related to an individual’s ability to gain the higher paying jobs being created

by the Long Island economy. An important potential source of economic activity for Long Island that can be

tapped to replace the aging and retiring baby boomers are in the region’s communities of color. The impacts

of all these factors on the communities evaluated in this paper are presented below.

THE ROUNDTABLE SPEAKS: LONG ISLAND CHALLENGES IN THE NEXT FIVE YEARS

Roundtable attendees were asked what they believed to be the five most important issues confronting Long

Island in the next five years, in the perspective of what is clearly a compelling higher education attainment

racial divide in Long Island’s population, and what that means to creating a workforce necessary to sustain

an aging regional economy.

Last month’s survey responses, presented below, asked participants to “rank in order the top five issues

that they believed Long Island must confront in the next 5 years.  Some of the responses have remained

unresolved for years, while others are unique to our times.  What these responses mean, in the perspective

of the region in which we live, have been discussed in ensuing 2007 Roundtables and discussed in the

following chapters.  However, the survey does highlight some issues that bear watching for their potential

growing significance. Most interesting is that almost every topic of concern remains basically unchanged

from a year ago.  

While there has been talk of addressing these concerns, those empowered to make meaningful changes

have been reluctant to do so.
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INTERACTIVE SURVEY: JANUARY 12, 2007 ROUNDTABLE FOR LONG ISLAND’S FUTURE

Issue: The Top Five Issues That Long Island Must Confront In The Next Five Years

ISSUE % OF RESPONDENTS

Affordable and Fair Housing ......................................................................................................................17  

Property Taxes ..............................................................................................................................................14  

Workforce/Entrepreneurship Development/Business, Economic/IT ......................................................11

Software Job Development............................................................................................................................8   

Better Use of Global Economy/Far East ......................................................................................................7

Transportation/Congestion ..........................................................................................................................5 

Education/Equity/Access to Higher Education ........................................................................................ 5

Master Planned Smart Growth Communities............................................................................................ 4

Public Transportation ....................................................................................................................................3 

Convergence of Education and Business .................................................................................................. 3

Municipal Waste/Traffic/Better Way ............................................................................................................3

Utility Costs .................................................................................................................................................. 3

Equitable Health Care .................................................................................................................................. 3

Environmental Preservation ........................................................................................................................3

Isolation; more walk and bike-ability; more regionalism, less home rule; 

more money to Economic Development – less for buying open space; 

cultural changes; keep our children here; political corruption ............................................................11

Total ............................................................................................................................................ 100 %
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CHAPTER 2: THE ECONOMIC BENEFITS OF DIVERSITY: UNTAPPING THE POTENTIAL
OF LONG ISLAND’S BLACK COMMUNITY

INTRODUCTION

The second LIESP Roundtable built on the inaugural roundtable’s quantification

of the education attainment gap between the races.  The relevance of the Gap is that

higher education is a requirement to access the higher paying jobs created locally by

the global economy. The result is a distribution of these jobs to households of higher

education attainment, which are predominantly white communities. The lower

paying jobs are distributed to households where a lower education attainment has

been achieved, which are predominantly communities of color. The gap is also an

indicator of  potential economic activity available in communities of color where

economic attainment is the lowest.

The LIESP Roundtable white paper, “The Economics of Diversity,” details the economic

inequities existing between the races, which have resulted from job distribution

patterns. What is provocative is that the white paper asks, “What will Long Island become

if the untapped economic potential of Long Island’s minority community is not engaged in the regional

economy to replace the aging and retiring baby boomers?”

Made clear was how the education attainment gap contributes to the existing

economic differences between Long Island’s racial communities. In the 79.3% white

community of Port Washington, 71.9% reached high levels of education attainment,

correlating with exceeding Nassau County job distribution in the higher paying jobs,

and both median per capita and median family income, in both nominal and real

(adjusted for inflation) terms also exceeding Nassau County.

An example of communities going in different directions, the 79% black

community of Roosevelt had a higher education attainment level of 39.8%, below the

Nassau County rate of 60%, and well below Port Washington. The result was real and

nominal median per capita and median family income below that of Nassau County

and Port Washington.

What is clear is that the communities where the education gap was widest, the

primarily Black communities of Roosevelt and North Amityville, the racial and economic

gap between whites and blacks was the widest. In multi-cultural Huntington Station,

the education attainment and economic gap narrowed significantly. In primarily white

Port Washington, the gap disappeared to where Port Washington’s higher educational

attainment gave residents the skills that created a local economy that fared economically

and educationally better than Nassau County, Huntington Station, Roosevelt and North

Amityville. The collective data from the communities of North Amityville, Roosevelt,

Huntington Station and Port Washington, as presented below (census data and based

on 1984 as CPI base year), clearly supports the fact that education matters in getting a

higher paying job, and race plays a factor in that equation. 
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MEAN AND MEDIAN FAMILY (NOMINAL AND REAL) INCOME 
1970                                                         1990

Mean Median                           Mean Median
Suffolk County:

Nominal $ $13,382 $12,084 $61,789 $53,247
Real $ (1) $34,490 $31,144 $47,530 $40,959

North Amityville:          
Nominal $ $10,240 $  9,446 $42,764 $37,544
Real $ (1) $26,391 $24,345 $32,895 $28,880

MEAN PER CAPITA AND MEDIAN FAMILY (NOMINAL AND REAL) INCOME
1990                                                          2000

Mean                    Median Mean               Median
Per Capita                Family Per Capita            Family

Nassau Nominal $ $23,352 $60,619 $32,151 $81,246
County:(a) Real $(1) $16,873 $43,800 $17,588 $44,445

Port Washington:(b) 
Nominal $ $32,024 $72,279 $47,448 $102,064
Real $ $23,139  $52,225 $25,956 $  55,833

Roosevelt: Nominal $ $12,955 $45,297 $16,950 $56,380
Real $ $  9,361 $32,729 $  9,272 $30,842

Suffolk Nominal $ $18,481 $53,247 $26,577 $72,112
County: Real $ (1) $13,392 $38,585 $14,603 $39,622

Huntington Nominal $ $17,870 $50,184 $23,689 $67,115
Station: Real $ $12,949           $36,365 $13,016 $36,876

The data and discussion presented in here is worrisome, since Long Island’s educated workforce is ebbing,

taking with it the region’s capacity to earn higher wages.  College enrollments have decreased since 1990

while growth rates in elementary/high school are more than twice the rate of preliminary school enrollments.

It will take as much as 20 years before elementary/high school students can begin contributing to the Long

Island economy, with the caveat perspective of former Labor Secretary Robert Reich that higher education

won’t guarantee a higher paying job but without it you can’t get one. 

The presented data illustrates and discusses the household income impact of the economic and job

distribution trends between 1980 and 2000, when Long Island experienced the shrinkage of its higher blue

collar wage paying jobs and the deindustrialization of its manufacturing base, which still continues. This has

cost Long Island all its prime military contractors and its prominence in the aerospace industry. This

contraction has led to a continuous stream of disappearing manufacturing jobs, impacting much of the

region’s less skilled and less educated workers.  At the same time, influenced largely by the globalization of

economic events, the demand for more skilled and more educated workers has been growing in Long Island’s

high technology industries, and in the growing financial and banking sector. Sadly, latest regional job

statistics have been disappointing and suggest inconsistent and slow job growth.
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North Amityville
The 1970 North Amityville mean and median family incomes, expressed in both nominal and real dollars,

were respectively 77 and 78% of their Suffolk County equivalent. This gap became progressively worse by 1990.

The Suffolk County nominal mean and median family incomes experienced a respective 362 and 341% growth

between 1970 and 1990, while mean and median incomes expressed in real dollars grew by 38 and 32%

respectively.  The growth of North Amityville’s mean and median family incomes, expressed in nominal

dollars lagged behind at 318% and 297%, with mean and median income expressed in real dollars also

lagging behind with growth rates of 25% and 19%, respectively.  The North Amityville mean and median

family incomes, expressed in both nominal and real dollars, had now fallen to 69 and 71% of their Suffolk

County equivalents.

What is beyond escape is that as compared to Suffolk County, the global economy had a greater negative

economic and job distribution impact on North Amityville.  In particular, North Amityville, because of it

higher education attainment gap and a greater distribution of lower paying jobs: 

-had a growth in nominal family income, yet a majority of families were still earning 

nominal income below $38,000 as compared to approximately $53,000 for Suffolk County;

-had mean and median real family income grow at a slower rate than Suffolk County’s;

Overall, despite experiencing some growth between 1970 and 1990, the skills required by the global

economy, combined with the deindustrialization of Long Island economy, impacted North Amityville,

resulting in the community economically falling further behind Suffolk County.

Roosevelt
The 1990 Roosevelt mean per capita and median family incomes, expressed in both nominal and real

dollars, were respectively 55 and 75% of their Nassau County equivalent. This gap became progressively

worse by 2000. The Nassau County nominal mean per capita and median family incomes experienced a

respective 38% and 34% growth between 1990 and 2000, while mean per capita and median incomes,

expressed in real dollars, grew by 4.2 and 1.4 %, respectively.  The growth of Roosevelt’s mean per capita and

median    family incomes expressed in nominal dollars lagged behind at 31 and 25%, with mean per capita

and median income, expressed in real dollars, not only lagging behind, but actually decreasing by 1% and 6%,

respectively.  The Roosevelt mean per capita and median family incomes, expressed in both nominal and

real dollars, had now fallen to 53% and 69% of their Nassau County equivalents. Not only had Roosevelt failed

to keep up with Nassau County, but it actually lost economic ground.
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Port Washington
The 1990 Port Washington mean per capita and median family incomes, expressed in both nominal and

real dollars, were respectively 137% and 119% of their Nassau County equivalents.  This gap widened by 2000,

with the Nassau County nominal mean per capita and median family incomes experiencing a respective 38%

and 34% growth between 1990 and 2000, while mean per capita and median incomes, expressed in real

dollars, grew by 4.2% and 1.5%, respectively.  Exceeding Nassau County, the growth of Port Washington’s

mean per capita and median family incomes, expressed in nominal dollars, grew by 48.2% and 41.2%, with

mean per capita and median income, expressed in real dollars, increasing by 12.2 and 6.9%, respectively.

The Port Washington mean per capita and median family incomes, expressed in both nominal and real

dollars, had now  increased to 147% and 125% of their Nassau County equivalents.  Not only had Port

Washington kept up with Nassau County, but also it actually gained economic ground. 

The higher level of education attainment in Port Washington residents has allowed them to adapt

extremely well to the global economy. The data indicates that there was important growth in both

entrepreneurs and in accessing the higher paying jobs that are being created in the regional economy as

well as being able to obtain the secondary service sector jobs that those with lower levels of education

attainment consider as their primary source of revenues. The results are that Port Washington:

-similar to Nassau County, had losses in higher paying professional and managerial and 

administrative jobs, yet had dramatic increases in lower paying service, clerical, and sales jobs;

-had growth in nominal median family and mean per capita income, 78.4% of families earning 

nominal income above $50,000, as compared to 75% of Nassau County families; and, 

-had nominal mean per capita and median family income grow at a faster rate than Nassau 

County’s, with increases in Port Washington’s real mean per capita and median family income.

Huntington Station
The 1990 Huntington Station mean per capita and median family income, as expressed in both nominal

and real dollars, were respectively 97% and 94% of their Suffolk County equivalent. By 2000, however, this

gap had widened. The Suffolk County nominal mean per capita and median family incomes experienced a

respective 44% and 35% growth between 1990 and 2000, while mean per capita and median family income

expressed in real dollars grew by 9.0% and 2.7%, respectively.  The growth of Huntington Station’s mean per

capita and median family income, expressed in nominal dollars, lagged behind at 33 and 34%, with mean per

capita and median family income, expressed in real dollars, also lagging behind, with marginal increases of

.5% and 1.4% respectively. The Huntington Station mean per capita and median family income, expressed in

both nominal and real dollars, had now fallen to 89% and 93% of their Suffolk County equivalents. Not only

had Huntington Station failed to keep pace with Suffolk County, but actually lost economic ground.
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Because of the relatively higher education attainment in Huntington Station, and its more multicultural,

ethnic and racial composition as compared to the other communities of color in both Nassau and Suffolk,

including a more favorable educational attainment level as compared to Suffolk County, Huntington Station

had:

-growth comparable to Suffolk County in both nominal median family and nominal 

mean per capita income, with nearly half of Huntington Station families earning 

nominal median income above $67,115, as compared to Suffolk County where a 

just less than half of the families earned below the nominal median income of $72,112; and,

-had real mean per capita and real median real family income growing at a slower

rate than Suffolk County’s, with a marginal increase in Huntington Station’s real mean

per capita income.

“EMERGING” COMMUNITY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT INITIATIVES:

The Urban League Central Islip-Long Island Center for Community Empowerment
Theresa Sanders, President and CEO of the Long Island affiliate of the National Urban League, presented

the Urban League, multi-use facility initiative that will bring jobs, financial services, day care, office space and

economic activity to Central Islip through its Long Island Center for Community Empowerment. She    ex-

plained that the Center would provide a place where, in addition to academic skills, life and social skills are

supported and developed. 

Other emerging Long Island communities could benefit from similar initiatives since they often are

clusters of ethnic groups that are underrepresented in Long Island business and civic structures, and would

welcome the jobs, support, encouragement and opportunity working with investors and collaborators.

Examples of differing communities included Dix Hills, where you see wealth; moderate wealth in Wheatley

Heights; and, in Wyandanch there is neglect and boarded-up shops, etc. 

Also presented was the issue of workforce diversity, the benefits of that diversity on Long Island, and what

workforce diversity can mean to companies by providing a workforce of young people at the very time that

Long Island is losing it young people.

To this extent, Ms. Sanders cited a national survey of more than 5,500 respondents illustrating the current

diversity practices in America’s workplaces.  Eighty percent of respondents were comfortable with diversity

in the workplace, and 65% believed that diversity improves creativity and innovation. However, much work still

needs to be done, as evidenced by only 45% of respondents who believed that diversity is part of the

corporate culture of their respective employers.
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100 Black Men Development Corp: 100 Main Street, Hempstead Village
Judge Lance Clarke, Hempstead Village’s current judge and a former deputy mayor, discussed his role as

counsel to 100 Black Men Development Corp. and what renting of the remaining space at 100 Main Street

could mean to the village in terms of property taxes, jobs and economic activity.

Judge Clarke explained that there was over $10 million HUD debt secured by the building and that the goal

was to make the community economically viable by fully renting the building space and reinvesting the

profits into community agencies such as the Boys and Girls Club and other not-for-profits.  The problem is

that, while tenants such as BOCES and Nassau University Medical Center were seriously interested in

moving to the building, thus fulfilling the goals and objectives of 100 Black Men by providing jobs and

economic activity, blocking the effort was Hempstead Village’s Mayor and the Community Development

Agency, who told BOCES and the Medical Center not to expand into the Village of Hempstead and

specifically not to occupy 100 Main Street.  

The other phase of the project would be to construct 80 units of owner occupied housing, with 30% priced

as workforce housing, 5% for those with disabilities, and the balance, market rate.  The proceeds would be

used to refinance the HUD debt, but as with the perspective tenants, the Village Mayor and the Community

Development Agency are blocking the refinancing.  

The economic viability of the Village was foremost on Judge Clarke’s mind.  Needed were investors to buy

into the concept of 100 Black Men succeeding, because that success will say much about the community and

will help the village become stronger since the economic wealth growth would come from within.

Alternatively, the Mayor favors bringing in developers from outside the community, thus exporting their

profits and depriving the village of potential economic benefits.    

VOICES FROM THE ROUNDTABLE: THE PARTICIPANTS SPEAK
What was clear from the presenters and participant comments were that race and discrimination would

unfortunately always be a factor and have an economic consequence. However, as baby boomers leave the

workforce, the demand for higher educated replacements will grow, a demand that can be filled with the

untapped economic potential in Long Island communities of color.

Reacting to the presentation, Roundtable participants were asked, “What are the five suggestions to affect a

successful outcome for the two projects presented?”  What follows are their observations.
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WORKFORCE DIVERSITY, EDUCATION GAP, FAMILIES, TAXES AND HOUSING.
Regarding Long Island
- Human capital in the regional workforce is most important to regional economic growth,

and should be evaluated in a regional context, coordinating with the townships as to 

economic development opportunities.

- Identify who’s moving in, who’s moving out, and who’s staying and why?

Education
- We are going nowhere, the mess is everyone’s fault with no single answer. The education 

gap has gotten worse: Example is Roosevelt.  The gap is so large that these communities 

can’t get better. No efforts have had success. Something must be done for education from

pre-K on. How do we keep good teachers in these districts?

- Housing is important, but education is key.  We must work on education and character 

building from the earliest ages. By high school it is too late. This must be done in the 

schools.

- Eliminate local school boards and put in a county administration to allocate resources 

to where they are most needed. Merging school districts will lessen expenditures.

- Economic development is education and education is vital to economic development, 

and thus the two need to be coordinated together. New initiatives should begin

- Voucher system to pay for education may help break the cycle of poor school districts 

and failing schools as a function of geography and demographics. School districts that 

lose students may feel the competition for the voucher dollars and work to shape up their 

educational systems, to earn back those students who left the school district, along with 

their voucher dollars.  

- School boards do not necessarily represent their communities. Internal school politics 

often results in hiring those with connections; ie., “Who do you know syndrome.”

- Get more minority teachers; this impacts learning and education attainment levels 

needed to close the gap between communities and the counties that they live in.  The 

career as a teacher needs to be encouraged in the early stages of development.

- Closing the education gap is a long-range problem with the solution based in 

educational methods, not in spending more money. Change must be made in the 

structure, policies, conventional practices and beliefs of the public school system. 

More of what does not work will not help.

- Get parents, educators and other stakeholders to work together, even if that means 

meeting regularly to address the issues that effect students educational attainment. 

Hopefully mental models will change.
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Housing:
- North Bellport is making progress through community efforts to create affordable 

housing.

- Affordable housing shortage may foretell a future shortage of housing.

- Politics must be on the able because the issues are real. Housing must be allowed to 

come to the table leaving politics behind. Look at successful models. Is it a percentage 

issue?

Community and Workforce Diversity
- The financial statements of Long Island companies embracing workforce diversity should 

be used as a tool to encourage such diversity in other Long Island companies.

- Start education of diversity in the early grades for both students and educators.  Focus 

on “internal” barriers, including helping hose living in the communities preserve 

themselves and future generations, starting with understanding education.

- Schools must be involved; they are the cornerstone of every community.

- Tax-Credits for business hiring diverse employees, with diversity mentoring for small 

business owners.

- Support sensitivity to diversity. The return on investment in diversity is workforce 

quality through motivation and creativity, which will lead business to make long term 

investments in diversity.

- Accountability of leadership actions towards action to encourage diversity that extend 

beyond symposiums.

- Understand the mechanics of divide and conquer. Revisit History. What does history teach 

us? Eliminating structural barriers that perpetuate the sociological and economic divide 

between the races. (Ed note: Institutional Racism). 

- Publicize the advantages of diversity in economic terms since some do not embrace the 

clear moral obligation to promote equality.

- The diversity in the workplace cause should be broadened to include the growing Latino 

population.

Grants, Collaborations, and empowerment for “Emerging” Communities:
- Need community representation, not like in Brentwood where the “same old white guys” 

are running the community, which is predominantly Hispanic and black. Recently the 

chamber of commerce took on black and Hispanics in leadership roles.

- Collaboration around a shared vision that addresses community needs are a key to 

success and should include communication amongst, and symposiums for, all 

stakeholders including civics, community, schools, and community lenders through 

summits and coordinating meetings. Organize. 
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- Power bases, entrenched for years, must be addressed within each community.

- More conferences on this topic to be held in minority communities. Minorities should be 

considered as assets and part of the “great American social fabric.” Support those 

organizations engaging in worthwhile projects, and remove obstruction to minority 

progress.

- Information on all these issues and initiatives need to be available so that those want to 

become involved can.

- Keep the resources within the community getting African-Americans to spend their 

dollars there, while also focusing on the socio-political challenges so that African-

Americans can be in a position of employer. 

- Stronger focus “within the community; do people really want change?

- Political will; where is it?

Central Islip: Long Island Center for Community Empowerment: Why It Works
- Civic-business-academic linkages should be developed and enhanced by working within 

established structures (ie., LI Works)

- Concentrate on one community first (should be a minority community), make the

initiative work, then make it a model for others, similar to the workforce housing 

community in Patchogue. Look at models that have worked elsewhere and replicate them.

- Promote and provide additional educational opportunities for the “emerging” communities.

- Create Role Models for Children and Teenagers to Empower Them. Have a commitment 

to teaching youth, including symposiums for teaching youth leaders.

- Promote the specific intents of the LI Center for Community Empowerment, a strategic 

plan, and evidence of wide and deep community input.

100 Black Men: 100 Main Street, Hempstead Village
- Have an independent local group become involved in the short-range and long range 

planning of the downtown, while collaborating with and local bank and developer who 

have experience in initiatives such has these. 

- The community needs to get Village of Hempstead Community Board involved by

establishing an independent planning committee of professional and community 

leaders. Why is the Mayor turning this building project? There has to more than meets the 

eye. The Mayor’s alternative is unrealistic. He should reorient his plans and work with the 

healthcare hook and provide for a balanced ethos for the village. 

- Expose the self-serving agendas of political agencies and politicians.
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- Where is Hofstra University in this? They have a significant role to play if they want to, the 

resources to be helpful, and are interested in working with the village regarding student 

housing. Can’t they be a resource for this project?

- Where is the planning and community opposition?  If the mayor of Floral Park woke one 

morning and said, “I have an idea to build a 6,500 unit housing, a little city with all the traffic and 

stress on services,” he would be unsupported.

- Where is the regional planning board on this?  They should become involved in this 

building situation, by taking a look at the needs of Hempstead Village in perspective of 

the “Nassau Hub,” which could make things difficult for the village.

- Smart growth says you can’t fight the malls unless the downtown has its own character, 

feel, and with a strong Chamber of Commerce such as Sayville, Babylon and Greenport. 

A downtown looks for a hook. Hempstead Village Mayor should believe that if 100 Black 

Men build the housing and rent up the building, that people and economic activity will 

come. The 100 Black Men plan for 100 Main Street seems to be the beginning of the hook.

- Alternatives to NUMC community health services should be explored, including the 

Catholic Health System, Mercy Hospital, and North Shore/LIJ.

- For educational services, partner with the Urban League and SCOPE to offer tutoring and 

child care and establish an external leadership academy for young people.
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CHAPTER 3: FINANCING LONG ISLAND SCHOOLS: A PARADIGM SHIFT PROVIDING
PERMANENT TAX RELIEF

INTRODUCTION
While excellence in education must remain a top priority, a more progressive system must be found for

school financing.  For Long Island, the residential property tax system is no longer progressive. The system

is broken, has outlived its fairness, and must go.

The most significant obstacle to growth of the Long Island Economy is reducing property taxes.  What

follows is the proposal by LIESP that would cut the average Long Islander’s property tax bill almost in half.

Also presented is the Residential School District Income Tax proposal offered by Nassau County Assessor

Harvey Levinson.     

What is important, is that the proposals, which are not conclusions but a serious beginning in creating

new economic activity to Long Island and New York State, by making the region and the State once again

affordable to businesses and young homebuyers.

LIESP PROPOSAL: TEACHERS BECOME STATE EMPLOYEES
The LIESP proposal details of how a permanent 47% property tax savings to Long Island’s beleaguered

homeowners could be achieved. The LIESP plan would not require any new taxes, would have all New York

State Teachers, excepting New York City, become New York State employees, and would result from a

paradigm shift in thinking about how better to use the New York State revenues that are already targeted for

education from the Lottery, State Aid and the STAR Program. The remaining discretionary funding of

education related projects in the education budget would not be touched.  

The LIESP proposal is not about changing priorities, it is about bringing equity to underfunded school

districts. And not by funneling more dollars to these school districts, but by changing the underlying

institutional financial obstacles to their success, such as lack of a local commercial property tax base and an

economy that lags the region that they are located in.

New York State, by paying teachers on a regional pay scale could bring equity between poorer and

wealthier districts, since competition for teachers would no longer be based on salaries paid by individual

school districts.  Teachers would be able to move around the region to teach in districts where they wished

to work without losing tenure, seniority, and retirement benefits.  LIESP’s plan, by removing a large

budgetary item from school district budgets would allow unions, superintendents, school boards and

principals to focus more on the administration of education. 

Lowering property taxes by 47% would make housing more affordable by reducing the carrying costs and

would provide as much $9 billion economic impact to the regional economy.  Additionally, reducing property

taxes would reduce federal income taxes, since property taxes are a tax preference item for the Alternative

Minimum Tax (AMT), and their tax benefit is reduced.  Thus causing New Yorkers to pay the AMT on the

property tax that they already have paid.
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The paradigm shift in school financing reform must be approached from two directions, expenses and

revenues.  On the revenue side, there has to be a bifurcated system where the commercial property tax

remains in place while the balance of school budgets are funded by an income tax or other suitable

financial structure that replaces the residential property tax.  An impediment to seriously discussing this

issue is that Long Islanders are rightfully skeptical that the property tax, once eliminated will find its way back.

However that is not a good enough reason to not consider alternative solutions.

Any meaningful expense reform must include the largest school budget items of teaching personnel and

fringe benefit costs. Table 1, below, illustrates, 68.4% of the State’s spending on education is devoted to

paying teachers salaries (instruction) and an additional 6.1% to funding Instructional/Pupil staff support.

When administrative costs and salaries (6.6%) are included, a total of 81.1% is spent on paying personnel. 

To accomplish the transfer of the financial responsibility of paying for teachers and thus reducing local

school budgets will take State financial support, legislative involvement of the Governor, State Assembly and

State Senate, and local regional cooperation since the aggregate of the income taxes paid to New York State;

state education lottery receipts; the educational assistance that the legislature provides; and what Governor

Spitzer is now proposing to invest in education can form a solid financial pool from which to fund teachers

salaries and fringe benefits statewide.  

The Governor is already providing $7 billion increases in spending between 2007 and 20111 , however he

is only feeding a broken system, not correcting the system.  His proposal maintains the existing structure and

system by transferring State financial assistance within regions to underfunded school districts by reducing

dollars invested in others. The proposal does not alter the systemic weakness in the property tax system that

burdens New Yorker taxpayers, and especially Long Islanders. 

TABLE 1: NEW YORK SCHOOL DISTRICT SPENDING DISTRIBUTIONS
New York State                   Nation

Total Spending                                                                                                2004 2004

Operating Expenditures 89.4% 87.6%

Total Capital Expenditures 6.9% 10.9%

Operating Expenditures By Category NEW YORK STATE              NATION
Instruction 68.4% 61.4%

Instructional/Pupil  Staff Support 6.1% 9.9%

School/General   Administration 6.6% 7.6%

Operations and Maintenance 8.9% 9.6%

Student Transportation 4.9% 4.0%

Other (Enterprise, food) 5.0% 10.4%

Source: Standard and Poor’s. School Matters New York Public School Districts: Spending, Revenue  

and Taxes: Spending Distributions 2003-4.
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NEW YORK TEACHERS BECOME STATE EMPLOYEES: PRESERVATION OF TEACHER’S RIGHTS

LIESP proposes that with the exception of New York City, all New York State teachers become state

employees, paid by the state and accruing all the rights and privileges that state employees receive. Locally,

within each educational region teachers will retain their earned tenure and retirement and health insurance

benefits. 

To accomplish this, New York State will create four geographic school district regions; Northern Tier

(Syracuse diagonally East to Albany then South to the Hudson Region); Southern Tier (every other school

district excluding Rockland County and Downstate); New York City; and, Downstate (Nassau, Suffolk,

Westchester and Rockland Counties).  The school districts, excepting for New York City, are grouped by

geography, by regional economies and wages paid to teachers. While the state median teacher salary is

$55,1812, regional salaries differ. Fairness dictates the recognition of regional economic realities, and the

disparity of teacher’s salaries as presented in Table 2. 

TABLE 2: REGIONAL SUMMARIES 2005-2006 (TEACHERS PAY)
NYS REGION 5TH PERCENTILE       50TH PERCENTILE       95TH PERCENTILE
New York City 39,000 55,341 81,232

Nassau-Suffolk 42,480 67,835 102,227

Mid-Hudson 41,025 64,331 101,143

Upper Hudson 39,958 49,188 75,054

Lake Champlain/Lake George 32,952 46,202 67,195

Black River-St. Lawrence 34,202 45,675 64,765

Upper Mohawk Valley 30,336 48,668 73,690

Central 36,899 47,770 70,362

Southern Tier-East 32,860 42,056 63,336

Southern Tier-Central 34,000 45,126 66,684

Southern Tier-West 32,133 44,548 69,226

Genesee-Finger Lakes 33,475 44,775 76,000

Western 33,351 49,756 77,795

State Excluding N.Y.C 35,000 55,136 97,192

Total State 36,400 55,181 93,000

Note 1: Teachers in the 50th percentile (median) typically have 8-13 years experience.

Note 2: Teachers in the 5th percentile usually have 1-3 years experience.

Source: U.S. Department of Labor. New York Newsday, May 10, 2005. Jerry More. “Commentary and Information Pages.”
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EQUITY FOR ALL SCHOOL DISTRICTS
While Governor Spitzer is correct at wanting to bring equity and educational excellence to underfunded

school districts, the LIESP proposal is a better way of accomplishing his goal without reallocating regional

school funding dollars. By making teachers state employees earning the same dollars within each of the

three regions eliminates the need for enhanced state injection of dollars into the poorer districts, negates

the need for state equalization rates for state financial support of which Long Island receives the least, and

brings equity to the pay differentials between school districts. By establishing a regional salary structure for

teachers eliminates regional salary differentials between poor and wealthy school districts and allows for

healthy competition between school districts for the best teachers based on working conditions, programs,

educational and administration philosophy. This would only force schools to become better. 

FOCUS OF UNIONS, SCHOOL BOARDS, SUPERINTENDENTS AND ADMINISTRATION ON EDUCATION
With regional teaching salaries negotiated with New York State, presumably with the Commissioner of

Education, local school superintendents and union officials no longer have to become contentious over

wages and benefits but can now focus on working conditions, administration of schools and on classroom

educational improvement. This will allow for achieving one of the Governor’s goals of increasing the

effectiveness of school superintendents and principals. While local school boards would not lose any

control over education initiatives and tenure granting, by eliminating negotiating of salaries and

administrating large budgets, administrators could now allocate their time to staffing needs, new

educational initiatives, and managing the operational costs of the districts.     

BENEFITS TO LOCAL TAXPAYERS: REDUCING SCHOOL TAXES BY 68% / TOTAL TAXES BY 46%
Local taxpayers would benefit from the LIESP proposal in that the state would be responsible for paying

all teachers salaries. By removing teacher salaries from the local school district’s budgets would ease the

burden on Long Island and state property taxpayers.  Currently, teacher salaries vary according to the region

they are teaching in. However, in analyses provided by the Long Island Association, New York State Budget

data, and the Eastern Suffolk BOCES, Long Island taxpayers, by not receiving their fare share of financial

support based upon the amount of students educated in the region, unfairly subsidize the education of

others throughout the state.

With teachers becoming State employees, the Long Island school tax burden as well as districts

throughout the state could be lessened by as much as 68%, the amount of each school budget spent on

Instruction as noted in Table 1. Based upon school taxes approximating 70% of the average property tax bill,

Long Island homeowners could see an estimated permanent 47% reduction in their tax bill.  Depending

where each New Yorker lived and, in particular, Long Islanders, the minimum savings would be in the

thousands of dollars. The tax reduction would not be based on one-shot revenues, or reallocating revenues

based on changing priorities by good people following their ideals, but would be as permanent as they can

be because they are based on structural changes in financing education in New York State. But this can only

happen with a paradigm shift in thinking amongst us, and action by our leaders.
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To begin, New York State must create the four geographic education regions.  This will allow for the fair

and effective administration of professional educators. With teachers guaranteed the same salary and

benefits within each educational region, and with school districts now having equal funds to attract the

better teachers, the LIESP proposal would lead to a new progressive era in New York State and Long Island

education.  On a level playing field, poorer schools could recruit the brightest and best teachers. Through this

new competition for teaching excellence, New York’s school districts would produce not only better-educated

students, but students with skills that will allow success in the global economy.

LIESP PROPOSAL: MAKING HOUSING MORE AFFORDABLE
While Governor Spitzer’s proposal provides new revenues, they don’t have a permanent impact on

property taxes because the proposal does not impact the structure of the financing. Thus, any impact will be

short lived, not having a lasting impact on the financial burdens of taxpayers, and potential homebuyers.

The LIESP proposal would reduce property taxes, making it more affordable to live on Long Island as well as

bringing down the monthly carrying costs of home ownership to those who wish to live here. This is of

critical importance considering that Long Island cannot build enough workforce housing within an

accelerated period of time necessary to effectively meet Long Island’s workforce development needs. 

ECONOMIC IMPACT TO THE LONG ISLAND ECONOMY
The economic benefits of LIESP’s proposal would come at the very time that the Long Island economy is

beginning to weaken from the recent losses of manufacturing jobs.  On the horizon is the impact of global

market place on the regional economy. Specifically from the Pacific Rim and the European Community.  What

is certain is that Long Island has not seen the last of its most tenured corporations either close due to

continuing losses or to move away.  The loss of higher paying jobs has not ended either.

The economic benefit to Long Island is conservatively estimated to be $5.0 billion.  This is based on

information provided by the Eastern Suffolk BOCES.3 Based on 2004 data, total Long Island School District

Expenditures, less Central Administration were $7.3 billion.  Primary economic benefit would be $5 billion,

68%, the portion of the school budget that would now be borne by the state (See Table 2). Assuming that Long

Islanders would save some of the savings and spend the rest, conservatively that $5 billion would provide an

economic impact of between $4 and $5 billion.  Long Island would have total economic benefit of nearly $10

billion, nearly 8% of its current economy.  The positive economic impact to upstate New York would be just

as dramatic.  The important part is that redirecting the spending of existing state funds generates this

economic activity.

FINANCING PARADIGM CHANGE
It makes no sense to have New Yorkers pay an income tax to the State, which once collected is transferred

back to region in the form of education subsidies. In the case of Long Island, the education assistance from

New York State is less than what Long Island should receive. Tables 3 and 4 provide a good perspective of

the how the LIESP proposal can be funded since the total financial support from New York State has

continued to increase.
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TABLE 3: 2003 NEW YORK STATE EDUCATIONAL FINANCIAL SUPPORT
General Support For Public Schools $ 13.7 (in billions)

(less 33% to New York City) ( 4.5)

Star Tax Relief Fund 4.3

Lottery-Education (excluding Sound Basic Ed)      2.0

Revenues to Support LIESP Proposal $  15.5

Gov. Spitzer Proposed Star Increases .5

Gov. Spitzer Proposed School Aid __1.4

Total Revenues for LIESP Proposal $ 18.4 (in billions)

Source: New York State Division of the Budget: Education Unit. Table 11-B, Pages 25,26.

TABLE 4: 2003 ESTIMATED TEACHERS SALARIES FOR NEW YORK STATE (EXLUDING NYC)
Education Expenditures $ 20.2 (in billions)

Employee Benefits    6.9

Total Education Expense $ 27.1

Instructional Costs (see Table 2)  x 68.4 %

Estimate Costs of LIESP Proposal $ 18.5 (in billions)

Source: State University of New York. 2005 New York State Statistical Yearbook. Table F-5.

What is apparent is that the $18.4 billion of New York State Revenues available to support local school

districts outside of New York City as detailed in Tables 3 and 4, are sufficient to fund the expenses of the LIESP

proposal of having all teachers in New York State outside of New York City become State employees.  

RESIDENTIAL SCHOOL DISTRICT INCOME TAX
Harvey B. Levinson, Chairman of the Nassau County Board of Assessors proposal for a regional income

tax is based upon several policy imperatives. 

Long Islanders are house rich and cash poor 
The assessed value of a home is not an indicator of a family’s ability to pay school taxes.  Alternatives to

funding local school districts have to be explored in order to help families on Long Island who find themselves

“house rich and cash poor” and are struggling to pay their property taxes.

Inequitable property taxes on similar assessments
Presently residential homeowners pay two-thirds of the Nassau County tax levy with one-third paid by the

commercial tax base. In the case of school and county property taxes homes with the same market value, the

homeowners will pay the same Nassau County tax but will pay widely different school taxes.
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The school district residential income tax proposal
-Eliminate the residential portion of the school property tax and replace it with a modest income tax to

be paid by the owners of one, two, and three-family homes, condominiums and co-ops, was well as

renters.  County ad town budgets would continue to be funded by the property tax.

-All commercial and utility property, traditional apartment buildings (4 or more unites), and 

non-residents would continue to pay property taxes. This County wide property tax based and resulting

revenues would be shared between all school districts 

-Each school district would have the same income tax rate in a system with an established “floor 

and ceiling” cap on the residential income levels to be taxes.

-Since the residential portion of the school property tax would be eliminated, the total New York State

authorization for STAR would be reclassified and used as an income tax supplement. School districts

where revenue raised through the income tax would not be enough to fund its budgetary needs would

receive additional State aid and STAR money credits.

-School districts where income tax revenue raised exceeds budgetary needs will have the surplus revenue

placed in a special reserve account so that all income tax revenue raised in a school district stays within

that school district.

Advantages of a residential school district income tax
-Homeowners will be able to make improvements to their homes without increasing their share of

school taxes.

-Residential property tax certiorari will all but be eliminated, thus reducing the amount of debt

incurred by the County due to successful assessment challenges.

-Millions of dollars will be saved in the cost of administering the STAR program and defending 

assessments.

-Homeowners will be less inclined to illegally rent out rooms to pay their property taxes, thus 

reducing the inventory of illegal housing.

-Homeowners will pay school taxes base on their ability to pay and not on what their house is worth.
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THE ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS SPEAK
After hearing the presentation of the paradigm shift in thinking that could bring about a permanent

property tax cut to Long Island taxpayers, and after discussing their thoughts between themselves during the

interactive session, Roundtable participants were asked to share their conclusions about “What actions would

bring about a paradigm shift in financing education on Long Island.”  Their responses follow.

-Teacher compensation should be linked to student achievement.

-There must be a clear statement of the financial numbers.

-Advantages and disadvantages.

-Since the inception of the STAR program, perception is that taxes have increased in an 

unprecedented way.  No burden has been lifted from the middle class homeowner.

-If 70% of the school budgets go to state budget, the paradigm shift becomes real.

-Teachers becoming State Employees

-Having one entity-New York State United Teachers union- negotiate salaries with 

New York State would give too much power and control to one entity (NYSUT).

-How would teachers be paid, and who would pay them.

-Teacher union need to be further educated about the issue of property tax savings 

in becoming state employees and become mobilized for change. What must be 

accentuated is the fact that we are dying as an Island; we are deluding ourselves if we don’t.

-Teachers need to be on board; this is the biggest impediment.

-Need to have a comprehensive public relations initiative, more media coverage, 

informational meetings with public and superintendents to inform everyone about 

the program.

-Need support of NYSUT and local school boards.

-Other revenues sources

-A Sales Tax: Would it me more equitable? Is it more stable?

-Regarding a local income tax; if one is not wanted, find out what the state is doing 

with all the excess lottery money that goes into the general funds. Crack down on

any corruption involving the lottery.

-Replacing residential property tax with an income tax would lead to more variation 

in school districts revenues.
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-Regarding a local income tax disparity, STAR credits to offset the tax burden would

give school districts an incentive to spend more and tax more since STAR credits would

cover spending needs not met by the income tax.

-Regarding an Income Tax: a concern for higher income people paying more thantheir share

and that any holes in the funding for local districts would require massive state aid, thus

increasing state funding.

-Assessment of Property and Lack of Affordable Housing

-Assessed property value for taxes in Suffolk County should be changed to conform to the  

Nassau County system.

-How to account for illegal residents in rentals that are not registered as two family 

homes, which should be assessed and taxed at a higher rate than single family residences.

-Lack of Affordable Housing.  The purchase price is one thing; taxes are another. Taxes 

make it questionable for many as to whether a person can afford to live on Long Island.  

Generally speaking all other expenses are also higher here.

-School District Governance

-Portable Tenure not desirable as it assumes high standards in all districts.

-School districts would be reluctant to relinquishing “control” over each governance 

responsibilities with respect to hiring, tenure, etc. Positive focus should be on how 

children will be educated.

-The issue of local autonomy must be addressed.

-Revenues to School Districts.

-State Aid: How would state aid be allocated?  Would it be equal across the board?

-Will school districts be allowed an increase in net taxes after the State assumes teachers 

salaries?

-Commercial Property Tax Base Disparity

-Would there be a separate pool of money (ie., similar to a STAR type program) that 

would relieve the disparity in education funding resources for school districts that lack 

a commercial property tax base?

-Commercial property taxes should be shared within the region.

-More incentives to attract businesses to school districts with diminished property tax bases.
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-Centralized School District

-New York City has a centralized school district.  This would have advantages and 

disadvantages for Nassau and Suffolk County’s.  However, the Roosevelt school 

district will never be consolidated with or within the surrounding school districts. 

Racism is an issue that must be addressed, as well as identifying other issues

impacting or impeding change.
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CHAPTER 4: BROWNFIELD DEVELOPMENT AND THE FUTURE OF LONG ISLAND

Brownfield development is one of the least utilized

economic tools a region has in expanding its property tax

base while also preserving open space from development

without having to pay for the open space. However, with all

the benefits of recycling industrial Brownfield properties, it is

one of the least used economic development initiatives.

This LIESP Roundtable focused on the economics of

Brownfield redevelopment, which is the primary inhibitor to

the effective use of these properties in revitalizing downtowns

and becoming a source of affordable workforce housing

necessary to keep young people on Long Island. The two most stubborn economic obstacles to Brownfield’s

remediation are the cost and profitability associated with the cleanup, and the potential liability that ac-

companies the properties. When such properties are purchased at market rate, and then remediated, the

total clean-up costs along with the insurance costs to cover liability, drives housing prices upward to cover

these costs. To encourage Brownfield’s redevelopment, the costs of properties have to be lower, thus providing

enough of an economic cushion to absorb the cost of clean up and to allow for a profit on development.

Regulations have to be promulgated that confront local real estate market pressures that make these prop-

erties more expensive and cause the lack of participation by regional developers.

Brownfield’s remediation is so sensible because it addresses several needs.  Environmentally, by recycling

these properties, developers have alternatives to building on Long Island’s remaining parcels of open space,

thus contributing to their preservation.  There are incentives available to encourage housing construction,

such as property density allowances, that will allow these once productive properties to be recycled. Thus,

contributing towards chipping away at Long Island’s insatiable need for affordable housing, especially at the

time when Long Island’s opportunities for affordable housing are slipping away.

What is elusive are a workable set of regulations that accept the reality of the real estate market place and

the cost of liability to those who wish to rehabilitate these properties.

A BROWNFIELD DEVELOPMENT DELAYED: THE CITY OF GLEN COVE

Despite the obstacles to Brownfield revitalization, today’s program presents a case study of how a

successful Brownfield redevelopment of the waterfront in Glen Cove can play a significant and vital role in

the economic revitalization of a municipality under severe fiscal duress.  Facing a critical budget calamity, the

city set out on a strategy Brownfield clean up and redevelopment strategy that when completed will

eliminate a $24 million deficit, which by 2009 will be nearly half of the city’s operating budget.  To do

otherwise will make Glen Cove an economically unattractive place to live and work, causing reductions of

housing values, and costing businesses and homeowners millions of dollars of after tax profits and income.
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While the Glen Cove Mayor’s plan calls for tax increases to fund the deficit, The City Council of Glen Cove,

The Glen Cove Industrial Development Agency (GCIDA), the Glen Cove Community Development Agency

(GCCDA), and Glen Isle Partners, LLC, have formed a partnership to develop an approximately 214-acre

waterfront project area, the revenues from which can lead the city back from the brink of fiscal calamity. 

There will be significant “one-time” revenues, where the City of Glen Cove will receive approximately

$28,500,000 in total “one-time” revenues from land acquisition water and sewer hook up fees and building

permit fees.  These revenues, when combined with annual property taxes, sewer fees and new economic

activity from the expanding residential and commercial property tax base clearly show how the Glen Isle

Partners, LLC plan for redevelopment of Glen Cove Creek will benefit Glen Cove by eliminating the need for

any property tax and fee increases, and preserving Glen Cove household budgets, business sustainability, and

property tax values.

The Glen Cove City Council has a choice to make.  Either delay the Glen Cove waterfront revitalization

which will lead to additional debt, multi-year property tax and fee increases, Glen Cove business and family

economic stress, and reduced property values; or move ahead with waterfront development plan which will

provide revenues to balance the Glen Cove City budget, provide revenues to insure no property tax increases,

eliminate the business and household budget woes, and create a real estate market dynamic where property

tax values increase.  

REDUCING THE COSTS OF BROWNFIELD PROPERTIES: SUFFOLK COUNTY EXECUTIVE STEVE LEVY

Suffolk County Executive Steve Levy also discussed his plans for Brownfield redevelopment in Suffolk

County that will allow third parties to acquire the tax liens on 12 blighted Brownfield properties under

legislation signed by him.  Under a 1972 law, Suffolk County has been the sole entity to purchase tax liens

and has made local towns, villages, school districts and other taxing entities whole by paying arrears.

Ultimately, Suffolk County normally takes title to these properties to sell them at auction.  Suffolk County,

however has not taken title to most properties where Brownfield contamination is suspected because under

superfund laws, the County would then be liable for the clean up costs.

The county executive said, “in Suffolk County we have over 150 Brownfield sites which are in tax arrears,

but they remain in a state of limbo because the owners will not remediate them and the county has chosen

to not take title.  Without the tax lien legislation, there was very little chance that these properties could

ever become anything more than the abandoned eyesores they are now.”

“The winning bidders,” Levy continued, “could eventually foreclose on the lien, take title to the deed, and

would bear all the associated remediation costs and liabilities.  Any future development of the properties

would be subject to the full regulatory approval of local owns or villages.”  Levy reasoned, since the liens are

much less costly than buying Brownfield properties at market, the savings accruing to the lien purchaser

would contribute to offsetting any remediation costs. 
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Levy concluded his comments by noting that the identified Brownfield sites in tax arrears are in the towns

of Babylon, Brookhaven, Islip, Riverhead, and Smithtown. When the eligible tax liens on these sites are sold,

which included taxes, interest and penalties, Suffolk County could generate an estimated $7.5 million

dollars. The bonus is that the private sector, which has the financial means and expertise to responsibly

restore and reuse these properties, would ultimately get these properties back on the tax roles.

VOICES FROM THE ROUNDTABLE: THE PARTICIPANTS SPEAK

As is the usual custom after each presentation, Roundtable attendees at each table conferred with each

other to reach consensus on questions and concerns relating the comments of County Executive Steve Levy

about his Brownfield policies; to the economic benefits of Brownfield development; and in particular the

financial impact to the City of Glen Cove for not developing its waterfront, a former Brownfield site. These are

their thoughts.

Opportunities

-Good to see creative thinking about these problems/opportunities.

-Excellent opportunity to cleanup blighted and toxic laden areas and convert to affordable housing. 

Accepting a reasonable profit to a developer of a low-rise as opposed to high-rise development.

-Successful Development: Whole Foods Market recently purchased a Brownfield in Brooklyn 

(Gowanus Canal). Everyone in the community was in favor because of the jobs created and 

services provided, convenient to the community, and added aesthetics to the commumity.

-Another Success: Fishkill along the Hudson. Abandoned brick factory is to be converted to 

waterside housing, commercial, and recreation usage. Government leaders where willing to 

work positively with the community and developers to make this happen. (Ed. Note: Look at Newburg 

on the Hudson. No housing, but a very successful waterfront promenade with restaurants.)  

NYS Environmental Conservation Brownfield Law Regulation Promulgation   

-Environmental Conservation law is being undermined by the slowness in regulation promulgation

by the DEC.

-Cleanup cost liability remains with the current holder of the Brownfield, with the liability following

the land to each successive owner of the Brownfield.
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Preservation of Open Space and Community Ambiance

-There is competition for open space on Long Island so Brownfield development makes sense.

-Extremely important for maintaining the character of the area

Encourage Brownfield Development: Economic Benefits

-Remediation incentives for blighted areas within communities. Agreed with County Executive 

Steve Levy. Liked selling tax liens to private sector for back taxes of the blighted property.  

Reducing taxes, blight, and pollution also brings jobs and spending in the community.

-Redevelopment should generate business for local firms: construction, environmental consulting 

and remediation and financing. Encourages development of areas already zoned for industrial use,

not at the expense of pristine areas.

-Create a regional (Long Island) Brownfield czar, or council, who can facilitate and coordinate the

state, county and local governments to expedite the cleanup and development of Brownfields; 

to reduce red tape; “maybe something like the LIHP”; NY State Article 10 that consolidates all 

government approvals under one agency.

-Reduce remediation costs by researching alternative cost effective use of contaminants.
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CHAPTER 5:  NO CHILD LEFT BEHIND--A GOOD IDEA NOT LIVING UP 
TO EXPECTATIONS

INTRODUCTION

This past year Newsday reported on the possible tampering

with student test scores at Long Island’s Uniondale School

District. This underscores the pressures that regional school

districts are under for meeting standards established by the

2002 federal “No Child Left Behind” (NCLB) legislation.

Uniondale is not alone; there have been other such cases as

well as aggressive test monitoring and teaching to the test. 

One unfortunate result of test scores being the sole

evaluator of a student’s progress, often resulting in teaching

to the test relates to a phenomenon known as Campbell’s Law (a tested theory). Campbell’s Law  asserts

that “the more any quantifiable social indicator, such as test scores, is used for social decision making, the

more subject those scores will become to corrupting pressures, and the more apt it will be to distort and

corrupt the social processes that those indicators were intended to monitor.” Basically, students, teachers,

and administrators are more likely to do a little cheating as may have recently occurred in the Uniondale

School District.

Thus, the nagging issue is whether NCLB has met the expectations of increasing student’s abilities and

that test scores must continuously improve, or should the law be revised to deliver better-prepared students

with the required skill sets that will enable them to compete for the local jobs being influenced by the global

economy?

How Congress evaluates that question and what actions it takes will impact the nations educational

policies and practices for years to come. On Long Island it will influence how our children are taught; for

example, some policies produce teaching to the test—teaching the questions that must be answered on the

evaluation tests, rather than teaching the overall content knowledge and problem-solving skills. Dr. Johnson

of the Dowling College School of Education, and Congressman Tim Bishop (D. Southampton) addressed

these issues at LIESP’s Roundtable.

DR. PATRICK JOHNSON: NO CHILD LEFT BEHIND-A GOOD IDEA NOT
MEETING EXPECTATIONS

Federal legislation known popularly as No Child Left Behind represents the

joining of two separate problems confronting American society: racial

prejudice and national economic decline. In both instances, many have come

to see the solutions to these problems in our educational system and have

asked our teachers and   administrators to solve broad national problems whose

origins reside far beyond school walls.
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The corrosive impact of racial prejudice on American society was highlighted in the sociological work of

Myrdal commissioned by the Carnegie Foundation in the 1940’s and summarized in The American Dilemma: The

Negro Problem and Modern Democracy. In this work, he catalogued the devastating effects that prejudice had

exacted both on African American and white majority populations while arguing that true democracy would

not flourish in this society until the twin problems of racial prejudice and economic inequality were

addressed and overcome.

Within the next decade, the Supreme Court ruled in Brown vs. Board of Education that “separate but equal

schools were inherently unequal” and that our schools should be integrated “with all deliberate speed.” While

there are many elements of this important decision that have been discussed by political and social

scientists, what is most important for understanding the historical underpinnings of NCLB legislation is that

the unanimous decision placed our schools in the forefront of correcting racial inequality and insuring that

all children had a fair chance at the American dream.

The 1960’s witnessed a broadening assault on racial inequality with the passage of Great Society

legislation and the advent of Head Start. This program sought to overcome a gap in educational preparation

that was observed with children as they entered school in kindergarten, with white children scoring

generally higher than African American children on initial standardized tests. Head Start was designed to

overcome this early disadvantage. It should be emphasized that, while this program focused primarily on

school preparation and attempted to provide early educational equality, Great Society legislation recognized

that the problems of racial injustice and inequality went far beyond educational disparities and included an

emphasis on addressing the economic inequalities that also resulted from discrimination and racial

prejudice in American society. 

It is important to understand that NCLB legislation, from this perspective, is a broader attempt to address

the continuing problem of educational disparities, with the achievement gaps research clearly

demonstrating that they persist today. Broader legislative attempts to address the underlying economic

disparities have receded with an ever-increasing emphasis on the “educational solution.” 

The second problem that NCLB was designed to address was the growing concern of policy makers and

business leaders regarding national economic decline. The relatively poor performances of American

students relative to students in other advanced technological societies on international comparisons of math

and science have been frequently highlighted as harbingers of the coming decline. 

This position was first articulated more than two decades ago in the report, A Nation at Risk, which

emphasized our poor relative academic performance in comparison with other technologically advanced

countries. The report argued that our educational system was a national disgrace and suggested that we

move in the direction of a Japanese educational model with an increasing emphasis on high-stakes tests to

insure the accountability of our school personnel including administrators and teachers, as well as students

and parents. 
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The analysis focused on: the pros and cons of NCLB as its impact has reverberated through our schools

in recent years; accounting for whether high stakes testing and associated sanctions been effective; whether

parental choice to transfer children via a voucher program is truly effective in truly educating children as

President Bush proudly proclaimed in his recent visit to a Harlem Charter School; whether NCLB weakens

public education; and whether the budgetary flexibility given to administrators to shift deliver better results.

Another important benchmark is how effective is a reading first initiative that emphasizes the importance of

children learning to read by 3rd grade? And how effective in measuring educational advancement are test

scores (in the perspective of Campbell’s Law) that are reported by gender, race/ethnicity, special needs

status, and bilingual status in insuring that no child is truly left behind? 

Our conclusion that needs to be quantified is to what extent is the current system is not the disaster that

people make it out to be. That is, a system of separate school districts whose quality is most directly

correlated with the economic resources of those who send their children to these districts or individual

schools.

NO CHILD LEFT BEHIND AND THE ROLE OF HIGH-STAKES TESTING: RECENT BACKGROUND 

With the passage of NCLB and its emphasis on accountability to insure student’s academic achievement,

student assessment has taken on far greater significance and urgency. In addition to providing a measure of

whether a student has successfully reached some arbitrary standard or benchmark, assessment also provides

a measure of whether a teacher’s class as a group has reached a similarly arbitrary standard. With the

passage of NCLB, failure to achieve the standard carries serious negative consequences both for students and

teachers. For the student, it may result in mandated summer school, tutoring, or grade retention. For the

teacher, it may result in special mentoring, after-school workshops, and increasing job insecurity. Student’s

scores obtained on single tests given at one point during the school year trigger all these consequences. 

A LIESP PERSPECTIVE: POVERTY AND NO CHILD LEFT BEHIND

The (NCLB) debate centers on whether tracking student performance through standardized tests and then

imposing sanctions on poorly performing school districts has delivered on its promise to narrow the

educational gap between minority and non-minority children. Thus, provide all children with equal

educational opportunity. To influence the reauthorization legislation, data needs to be provided that shows

whether or not student test results have met the expectations of increasing student’s abilities rather than just

increased test scores—if, in fact, that has even occurred. They also need to point out the other destructive

effects of this legislation and its overemphasis on testing and sanctions on our children and their

educational experiences. The source data for what LIESP discusses here can be found it the white paper,

“Children Left Behind and Linkage to Poverty” which argues that a student’s ability to keep up with the requirements

of NCLB may be influenced as much by poverty as by race. 
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To be clear, the racial steering of returning black World War II veterans to communities such as North

Amityville, North Bellport, Gordon Heights or Freeport, because they were excluded by deed from Levittown

where white veterans were able to live, was the beginning of a practice that still continues. This has made

Long Island one of the most segregated communities in the United States. The impact of segregation can

never be minimized, because it has institutionalized the racism existing today in many suburban and urban

neighborhoods, while also nurturing the continuance of the structural racism that continues. All this has

created the poverty conditions that exist in households where academically lagging Black Long Island

students live.  

What also appeared in LIESP’s study is that predominantly white school districts also had increasing

%ages of lagging students between grades 3 and 8.  Common to all districts was that they had students

living at poverty levels exceeding the poverty rate of their respective county. The students that did not meet

the standards, or lagged behind consistently tested in Levels 1 and 2, up to the 8th grade.  These results may

be influenced as strongly by poverty as by race.  For Black students the road to climb is made more difficult

because the have to carry the weight of the poverty conditions that they live, but also must deal with the racial

discrimination that still exists.

The data presented by LIESP is developed from a review of the available verifiable, including the

aggregate quantification of poverty; the resulting data presented is based on the testing of each grade, with

differences between year 3 and year 8 used as a basis for comparison in LIESP’s study.  A more reliable

indicator of a student’s achievement level would be to extract the test results of each child as they progressed

through school. This would provide specific data presenting a clearer view of a student’s progress, and the

distribution analysis of the results would be useful in targeting where additional resources should be

focused to insure that no child really gets behind.  

While NCLB has been reauthorized by congress, improvements to future legislation should include

linking the effects of poverty on lagging educational achievement. As defined by NCLB, and as supported by

the assertions made by Dr. Patrick Johnson of the Dowling College School of Education who presented

credible, compelling and quantifiable data casting doubt on President Bush’s declaration at a Harlem

charter school that his initiative is working and doesn’t need revisions.  

What LIESP’s study questions is that the sociological foundation where students come from, and the

poverty that they must deal with, can no longer be ignored in any strategy that is developed so no child is

left behind.

Some educators believe that the law is not working, and for it to work mental models have to be broken

so children are not just taught to darken ovals on answer sheets, but have the critical thinking skills to

understand why they are darkening those ovals. That is also the challenge of the reauthorized NCLB.  How

do you assess growth in intellectual capacity by person, as well as grade?
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With the education of the next generation of Long Island and American workers hanging in the balance,

national education policy as defined by NCLB, must be seriously evaluated and changes made were

necessary.  What is clear is that changes still have to me made to NCLB. To do otherwise will be to ignore an

opportunity to seriously match the students in need of intensified educational effort with the resources

available to provide that effort. To do otherwise will continue the trend of leaving students behind.   

With baby boomers longing for retirement, the issue of who will replace them in the workforce is hanging

in the balance (discussed further in the October 2007 Roundtable presented later).  Also impacted will be

Long Island’s educational infrastructure that will have to educate this future workforce with the skills that they

will be required to have, understanding that these skill requirements are strongly influenced by the global

economy. 

LIESP found in analyzing the January 2007 ELA test results, and then comparing those results with the

Nassau and Suffolk County average, is that 49 school districts, or 39% of Long Island’s 127 school districts

had students that did not meet standards in Grade 3 or Grade 8 at levels that exceeded the average test

results for each district’s respective county. Furthermore, test scores of 3rd and 8th graders became worse in

36% or 73 % of the 49 school districts, while improvement was shown for the same grades in 13% or 27 % of

the 49 districts.  

There is a strong indication that the economics and culture of poverty that some Long Island children live

in places an additional burden on them in meeting the NCLB standards, resulting in their being left behind.

This relationship becomes clear when the poverty levels of students attending each of the 49 school districts

was compared to the Nassau and Suffolk County average for people living in poverty. Forty-seven percent  or

96 % of the school districts had students living in poverty at rates that exceeded each district’s respective

county. These correlations would indicate that poverty plays a role in student under achievement, and a

reauthorized NCLB should direct new resources that address the additional challenges facing children living

in poverty. With the skills that today’s workers must have strongly based on intellectual capacity, leaving

children living in poverty behind without these skills relegates them to a life of poverty, and without the skills

necessary to help them to escape the poverty that they were borne into.

VOICES FROM THE ROUNDTABLE FOR LONG ISLAND’S FUTURE: NO CHILD LEFT BEHIND

After hearing the merits and concerns about the 2002 No Child Left Behind Legislation presented by

Congressman Tim Bishop (D-Southampton) and Dr. Patrick B. Johnson of the Dowling College School of

Education, the Roundtable participants focused on the crucial elements of reauthorizing NCLB.  
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Participants, whether they supported the current NCLB or wanted significant change to the law,

understood the defining issues. Those supporting NCLB said that the legislation must be reauthorized

because of the importance of having children being able to read by the third grade; because of the law’s

intent to address racism and the associated inequality; and because it started the discussion in the first

place. Yet despite this good start, the feeling was that there needs to be more focus on: “teacher quality” and

accountability, parental involvement, encouraging collaborations with community and spiritual groups that

will advance student educational and intellectual growth, developing and strengthening character and

integrity, and developing an experienced core of education based on balanced evidence.  

Some noted that financial resources must be prioritized and reallocated to provide incentives for teacher

effectiveness and teacher reallocation, in a manner that is based on school district need so our very best

teachers will go into the very worst performing schools. This will change the teaching curriculum and

environment. 

Others supporters of NCLB suggested more competition for the public school dollar by informing parents

of education choices for their children who attend poorly performing school districts. Opinions were that

the choice for parents must be real, since there are few educational alternatives that conform to NCLB.

Those opposed say that NCLB, lacking the funding promised by the 2002 legislation is an unfunded

mandate, is anti-teacher, is protest industry with overemphasis on testing and teaching to it, has a punitive

approach to teaching and learning, focuses on bubble children, thus ignoring those most in need, and

narrows curriculum to certain academic disciplines, often ignoring art, music and business. Certainly the

presented table titled “January 2007 ELA Results: Children Left Behind and Linkage to Poverty” that appears in the

LIESP white paper, supports those opposed to NCLB.

What we know is that education attainment and achievement is a multifaceted issue that involves

sociology, economics and education and that teachers are not the cause of the education gap facing

America today, nor are they the cause of poverty or of our national economic decline making financing the

education of poorer Americans that much more difficult.  
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A pervasive feeling among participants opposing NCLB was to scrap NCLB because it was ill-conceived,

poorly implemented and has been advocated in a politically partisan fashion.  Called for was a fresh start that

effectively addresses the pervasive educational inequality.  However, the political reality is that there are not

enough votes in the United States Senate to scrap NCLB. Given this political reality, suggestions for

improving NCLB included:

- There was strong support for English Language Arts (ELA) test being administered at the 

end of the first year, with each successive test following that student until the 8th grade. 

This will providing a baseline for student improvement and teacher effectiveness as the 

student advances through the grades. This is important since not all students arrive with 

English proficiency, with many who can read and write after one year. Additionally, tests 

should be administered for the fourth grade but administered to the same cohorts as 

tested in the first year of ELA. Thus, in each year it will able to see what improvement has 

been made to each cohort. This will provide real and verifiable individual student 

improvement.  This differs from testing only fourth graders, which effectively gauges what

improvements have been made between previous fourth graders, which tell us only that 

one set of fourth graders may be more or less proficient than those that succeeded them.

- Offer and fund in-school tutoring for those cohorts who do not improve their reading 

level. These tutors can be provided by retired, educated and experienced individuals, 

even retired teachers, under a stipend program that requires a commitment of six hours 

per week to an in-school tutoring program for at-risk or students graded at the lowest 

two levels.  A school faculty member will supervise and administer the program. Another 

benefit of this approach is that it keeps children occupied with tutoring at the very time 

that FBI statistics indicate that young people get in trouble. That is between dismissal 

from school and the time when the parent comes home from work. 

- There is a concern about the array and variety of tests that students must take.  Special 

Education students have to take a regents or alternative assessment and may inflate 

those that are left behind.  Opinion was there needs to be a “middle assessment level” 

which gauges improvement with these students.

- Recognize that there are different modes of thinking: critical, analytical and creative.  

Teaching to tests, which is occurring so test improvement is shown so punitive financial 

measures are avoided, does not allow for development of creative thinking. Emphasis on 

NCLB should not only include reading, but should also include creative thinking. 

Extended response questions that evaluate critical thinking and analytical and creative 

skills should be included in the tests.  
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- With the United States workforce of this century riding on the success and effectiveness

of NCLB, the lack of resources should not be the reason why a total appraisal of a 

student’s true achievement levels should not be undertaken in the evaluation process 

required of NCLB. Testing for NCLB is a quick numeric quantification of a student’s 

academic achievement, and is effective in illuminating problems, however, NCLB 

has been ineffective in providing a process for addressing the cost of remedying the 

problems. It also has shortcomings in the quantification and evaluation of a student’s 

overall academic level. Included in this process should be other elements, where the 

numeric test results would be just one component. Others would include portfolios

created by the students, research projects, and essays that would be prepared over a 

period of time during each term.

- Teachers should be relieved of any administrative responsibilities and use their time to 

teach. Also, teachers and administrators should identify with, and proportionally reflect 

the race and ethnicity of the students that they teach. Talented people of color must be 

attracted to the teaching and administration professions.    

- State education departments should not be influenced by test publishers, who should be 

ineligible to participate in the assessment and monitoring program of the effectiveness 

of the tests that they have prepared.  This prevents independent evaluation of test validity 

and efficacy.

Then there are those who believe that a better target for resolving the education gap should be public

officials, who generation after generation have not adequately funded education, thus allowing the gap to

remain unabated. 

While most Roundtable participants agreed that providing more funding might be the answer,

consensus was that the funds had to targeted specific uses, with strict spending guidelines. To overcome the

funding gap between wealthy and poor school districts more focused financial solutions are required.

Property tax alternatives that equalize the lack of financial resources between poorer and wealthier

communities need be identified. It is an undeniable fact that good schools are well funded and failing schools

are not. Educational equality is not possible when, students live in poverty, schools are unequally funded and

teacher retention in poorer school districts lags behind wealthier districts.
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CHAPTER 6:  OPEN SPACE AND THE FUTURE OF LONG ISLAND’S ENVIRONMENT
ARE WE BUYING TOO MUCH OR NOT ENOUGH?

“Do government open space acquisition programs

artificially drive up the market price of land, thus making

the goal of affordable housing that much more difficult?”

That question was asked by Dowling President Robert J.

Gaffney about arguably one of the most contentious yet

most supported program on Long Island; the preservation

of open space. Since former Suffolk County Executive John

V.N. Klein developed the policy of farmland preservation

back in the 1970’s, preserving open space has been

strongly supported by every Suffolk County Executive

since then, including John Cohalan, Michael Lo Grande,

Patrick Halpin, Robert Gaffney and now Steve Levy. 

What has made it work was the continuing support of Long Islanders, who through the years have

generated millions of dollars in sales taxes, bond issues and real estate transfer taxes that have been used

to purchase thousands of acres of pristine land in an effort to preserve as much of Long Island before

developers get hold of them. But now several questions are beginning to be asked. The first is whether or not

Long Island is buying too much open space, or not buying enough. The second is what is the impact of

purchasing open space on the region’s need for building affordable housing to keep young people here. Has

an imbalance developed between preserving the economy of Long Island and the need for environmental

preservation.

To provide insight into that question, LIESP director Martin Cantor, at June’s Roundtable for Long Island’s

Future introduced two of the better advocates for their perspectives on open space preservation.  The first was

Kevin McDonald, Director of Public Lands at the Nature Conservancy, and the architect of the financial

strategy to finance purchasing of Long Island’s remaining 25,000 acres of open space.  The other was open

space free marketer, Clifford Sondock, President of the Land Use Institute.

McDonald remarked that the, “continued investment in land protection for drinking water, surface water

and resulting recreational value coupled with better stewardship and restoration of the islands harbors, bays

and parkland is essential to this region’s quality of life.” Now is the time to manage and restore these lands

and waters to sustain the environmental and public health values that led us to preserve them in the first

place. State, counties and towns should develop coordinated, complementary funding and policy strategies

by increasing Long Island’s share of State funding by $85 million a year, for land and water preservation,

management and restoration across Long Island and extending the Suffolk County ¼% Drinking Water

Protection Program with a reconfigured allocation formula that favors land preservation programs,
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increasing funding to $40 million annually.”

Sondock countered that, “land is a scarce natural resource, necessary to create development or capital and

it is capital the produces wealth and prosperity for the community. As Long Island unwittingly expends

enormous taxpayer money for excessive amounts of ‘open space’ or land, the acquired properties are stripped

of their ability to create capital, thus regional ‘open space’ preservation policies are contributing to the

destruction of Long Island’s future wealth and prosperity.” When Government is permitted to obtain funds

through taxation and the political process, economic discipline is lost.  So, in the case of Long Island,

$1,200,000,000 of capital has been extracted by Government to strip hundreds of thousands of acres of

valuable land from needed development.  Moreover, these funds are unavailable for necessary infrastructure

improvements that would ease congestion and increase utilities for growth.

Cantor observed, “the choice can’t be any clearer as Long Island faces the final build out of its remaining

open space. What will become more important-investing in land to preserve capital for future activity, or

investing in land to protect and preserve the waterways and parklands and the regions quality of life.” Long

Islanders will be making a choice with whatever option they choose.

What follows are the arguments offered by Kevin McDonald and Cliff Sondock and the responses of the

participants at the roundtable to them.

PROPOSITION: PRESERVING OPEN SPACE: LONG ISLAND’S LAST STAND
by Kevin McDonald, Director of Public Lands, The Nature Conservancy

A coalition of over 100 concerned environmental, civic and business associations supports a ten-year

action plan to save the most significant remaining open spaces and farmland and to restore and protect our

harbors, bays and public parklands. Without significant increases in the rates of land and water preservation,

in ten years, currently unprotected open spaces, and watersheds will be completely developed or too

fragmented to significantly contribute to environmental goals. The continued loss of farmland may end our

sustainable agricultural economy.

The vision for the 21st Century starts here, with a comprehensive land and water preservation,

management and restoration program that:

-protects the most important remaining 25,000 acres of open space;

-protects 10,000 agricultural acres to preserve farming viability and;

-manages and restores tens of thousands of acres of parks, open space, harbors and bays,

and farms for our sustainable future.
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We support and encourage management and restoration projects led by the counties and towns to

reverse the accumulated impacts of environmental damage to our lands and waters. Now is the time to

manage and restore these lands and waters to sustain the environmental and public health values that led

us to preserve them in the first place. State, counties and towns should develop coordinated,

complementary funding and policy strategies. To do that we must:

- increase Long Island’s share of State funding by $85 million a year, for land and water

preservation, management and restoration across Long Island;

- extend the Suffolk County ¼% Drinking Water Protection Program with a reconfigured 

allocation scheme that favors land preservation programs and increases funding to $40

million per year; 

- increase County funding by $10 million a year to restore and manage the County’s lands

and waters; and,

- create a new and permanent Nassau County Land and Waters Trust fund to provide enhanced 

parks, and sustainable land and marine natural areas at a levels similar to Suffolk County

A long-term and diversified financial commitment at the State, county and town levels, at acceptable cost

to the taxpayer, sets the stage now for public health, environmental and economic sustainability through the

21st Century and beyond.  With strategic land purchases and targeted management and restoration

activities we can assure that our lands, our waters and our way of life will remain for the benefit of our

children and all future generations. 

One such program is in Brookhaven, where a proposal to protect open space by creating a Community

Preservation Fund will be put before the voters in the November 2007 election.  Integral to the program will

be a transfer of development rights component, where for each acre of land acquired for preservation, there

will be a corresponding development right that will be placed in a development rights bank. These

development rights can be purchased by developers allowing them greater density in areas of Long Island that

have been designated as receiving areas for the use of development rights.  Developers like this component

because the greater density allowances afforded by purchasing these development rights creates a

mechanism that replaces the economic benefits lost by the preservation of open space, and allows

developers to recoup those lost economic benefits by way of greater density allowances in the development

rights receiving areas.

The Community Preservation Fund initiative is important because the Town of Brookhaven contains nearly

1/3 of land that needs to be protected pursuant to Long Island’s Last Stand Initiative, including some of Long

Island’s most important natural treasures, such as the Pine Barrens and the Great South Bay. The anticipated

revenue generated from the Community Preservation Fund will be $600 million over the life of the program,

and will protect about 5,000 acres of land in Brookhaven – which is roughly half of the acreage outlined for
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Brookhaven in Long Island’s Last Stand.

PROPOSTION: OPEN SPACE ACQUISTION DEPRIVES THE REGION AND FUTURE GENERATIONS
OF AN ECONOMIC RESOURCE 

by Clifford Sondock, President of the Land Use Institute

“Half the harm that is done in this world is due to people who want to feel

important.  They don’t mean to do harm – but the harm does not interest them.

Or, they do not see it, or they justify it because they are absorbed in the

endless struggle to think well of themselves.”                                  –---T.S. Elliot

Dowling College presented a frank discussion on “open space” acquisition policy.  I presented the case for

a more modest “open space” program, headed by private environmental institutions such as the Nature

Conservancy with private money, not taxpayer money through bond referenda and sales tax schemes.  Such

government largesse is promoted by “do gooders” masquerading as environmentalists and enriches today’s

select residents using the debt from all future residents.

“Open space” policies must be viewed in the context of a community’s entire land use system…that is “how

land use is determined.” Real estate markets differ across the country according to whether land use is

determined more by Government or by market influences.

There are fundamentally two ways that a property’s use is determined; either by Government force through

some political process or by market influences from buyers and sellers freely contracting with each other in

a competitive marketplace with little interference from third parties.  

Communities throughout the United States rely on some combination of Government and market

influences to determine land use through regulations dictated by a planning elite such as Government

politicians, planning directors and boards (consistent with socialism) and/or directed by community factions

such as civic associations (consistent with communism).  The higher the intensity that Government dictates

land use through either a top-down socialist planning elite and/or a bottom-up communist communal

“visioning” process, the less the beneficial influence from the real estate market.

Communities with freer functioning real estate markets and less restrictive Government land use

regulation such as those in the South, Southwest and Southeast United States offer substantially higher

quality housing, office space, warehouses, restaurants and recreational facilities at a lower price (better value)

than those communities with excessively restrictive land use regulations in the Northeast and California.

Long Island relies heavily on villages and towns dictating land use with strong populist influences from

civic associations and environmental groups.  Similarly, a populist Government process determines the

amount of open space acquisition; combining both bond referenda and non-discretionary sales and transfer

tax policies. “Open Space” is a euphemism for land stripped of its future potential for development such as

housing, office space, restaurants, warehouse space, retail space or any other “improved” use. 
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An economy is composed of three fundamental components for production:  Natural Resources, Labor

and Capital.  Capital contributes the most to both production and the creation of wealth for a community.

Land is a natural resource,  but the development that is placed on the land is capital.  Therefore, to the

extent that Capital is restricted from development will determine the standard of living and wealth for the

community.

So, repeating the central issues from the debate, 1) who is most effective at determining what land should

be designated parkland, and 2) what method of acquisition is most efficient at achieving the optimum level

of parkland?

I would argue that private institutions such as the Nature Conservancy and The Peconic Land Trust are most

effective at determining what land is most strategic to be purchased as parkland.  Furthermore, private

donations are the most efficient method for raising the appropriate amount of funds. The private sector,

operating in a competitive real estate market will develop what people and business demand as the

appropriate amount of “open space.” Land is scarce.  And Land should only be stripped of its use for

development as a community achieves a high standard of living for its residents.

When Government is permitted to obtain funds through taxation and the political process, economic

discipline is lost.  So, in the case of Long Island, $1,200,000,000 of capital has been extracted by Government

to strip hundreds of thousands of acres of valuable land from needed development.  Moreover, these funds

are unavailable for necessary infrastructure improvements that would ease congestion and increase utilities

for growth. Frankly, anti-growth activists, that have little genuine interest in the environment, use “open

space” policies to pursue their Luddite interests of stopping growth and maintaining the status quo.

During the Roundtable, Kevin McDonald, Director of Public Funds for the Nature Conservancy argued that

“we are in a race with Developers to purchase the last and most precious remaining 35,000 acres of

undeveloped land…that the preservation of this remaining land is necessary to maintain ‘our’ quality of

life…that no conflict exists between providing affordable housing and preserving more land…that our

drinking water is at stake”…and finally, “that the public agrees in all these (myths) because they continue to

vote by wide margins in favor of open space bonds and sales taxes for more open space.”

I would argue that the focus on the “remaining undeveloped 35,000 acres” is a cleverly crafted marketing

tactic that diverts the public’s attention away from the 250,000 acres already stripped from future

development using over $1,200,000,000 confiscated from the public (Long Island has expended more

taxpayer money for land purchases than most states).  Moreover, Long Island’s current economic problems

are a direct result of those past “open space” acquisitions.  

Whose quality of life is served by these government land purchases with taxpayer money?  Certainly those

who live next to these “open spaces.”  But few of the young and retirees are leaving because they complain

of insufficient “open space.”  They are leaving because they are seeking better real estate values elsewhere,
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particularly down South.

The laws of supply and demand clearly establish that as the supply of land for housing is stripped from

future development, the price of housing rises.  This is particularly the case given Long Island’s highly

restrictive land use system that sets excessively high barriers to the development of new market rate

housing.  Therefore, contrary to what the “open space” activists would have us believe, a conflict exists

between “open space” acquisition and housing affordability.

Long Island has the cheapest drinking water in the United States, approximately $275 per year per

household.  If Long Island’s ground water was polluted such that all drinking water required treatment

before it could be safe for us to drink, the price could increase by as much as 200% to approx. $825 per year

per household.  However, if the cost of housing would approach the national average, the median household

cost of living would decline by $20,000 per year.  The point is that even if the worst “nightmare” occurred as

a result of developing the Pine Barrens, Long Island would still have plentiful water to drink, although the

cost would be comparable to the rest of the country.  The threat to our drinking water is one of the many

myths, promoted by the planning elite to frighten us into demanding more “open space” and less

development.

Lastly, the fact that the public votes in strong numbers to empower the government to tax and spend for

policies that cause far more harm than good is no basis for validating any government policy, much less

Long Island’s “open space” acquisitions.  Moreover, the American political system was created not as a

populist Democracy, whereby majority ruled and foolhardy myths like the threat to Long Island’s drinking

water could promote equally misguided Government policy, such as $1,200,000,000 in taxpayer money spent

not for wonderful parks and recreation, but wasted to strip valuable land from development.  

America was founded as a constitutional republic with a strong foundation in protecting individual

property rights.  Government’s role was to protect an individual property owner who wanted to develop an

upscale mall with Neiman Marcus; from a community of thousands, who feared such a mall and would go to

any length to prevent such a mall from development.  America’s constitutional republican form of government

produced an environment conducive to capitalism, which in turn created the most productive nation in world

history and a large middle-class.  Our devolution from a constitutional republic and capitalism toward

Democracy and socialism, which places community preferences above individual property rights, has raised

property taxes and the cost of housing and living to untenable levels such that we are destroying our

middle-class.

The extent to which Long Island can reform its land use system toward a market-oriented land use

system and restrain anti-growth, anti-property right policies like Government “open space” acquisition, will

determine whether Long Island continues to wither into obsolescence or resurges into a vibrant and

exciting place to live…for everyone.
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VOICES FROM ROUNTABLE PARTICIPANTS

RESPONSES TO: What is more important to Long Island’s future: Preserving Open Space for quality of life
or preserving open space for future economic activity?

INTRODUCTION

The report issued in early October by the Long Island Builders Institute concerning the loss of

construction activity is bad news for the Long Island economy since real estate comprises nearly one-third

of the region’s economic activity.  This slowdown is more than jobs lost, but also includes durable goods

that would be purchased for the new homes.  An inference is that the inventory of homes on Long Island is

so large, a glut if you will, that the demand for new homes is declining, in favor of the lower selling priced

homes already on the market.  To developers, there is a limit on how little they will sell a new home for and

if they own land, they can just sit on the side lines until the housing market turns around.

Another aspect is the cost of land itself.  As the housing construction pauses, it may be the time for an

extended debate on how the rush to buy up open space under the land preservation programs is pricing

homes beyond what people can afford.  Additionally, a serious discussion needs to be had on the success,

or as many believe, the failure of the transfer of development rights program.  These development rights have

grown very expensive for developers to buy, further driving up the cost of housing, and rendered useless when

developers attempt to build greater density housing in communities where the development rights can be

used.  What has become obvious to developers is that locales have little problem being a seller of

development rights, but few communities want to be the receivers of the density allowances provide by the

development rights.

While purchasing open space preserves the environment, the nagging question is what is the impact of

that open space on affordable housing and the Long Island economy, which grows more fragile each year. The

answer that the environment is the economy can no longer be accepted without sober analysis if the Builder’s

Institute study is to be taken seriously.

Adam Smith, the classical economist whose theories are a basis for today’s global economic models would

argue that land is Long Island’s future capital on which the region’s economic potential will be built.  To

remove land from development eliminates an asset that Long Island will need in future years to sustain its

economy.

So let the debate and honest conversation begin on whether or not we have bought enough open space

or not enough.  The economic and environmental future of Long Island hangs in the balance.  Lending their

voices to that debate are the participants at the June 22, 2007 Roundtable for Long Island’s Future held at

Dowling College.
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OPEN SPACE IS MORE IMPORTANT: 
- People should move back to the city.

- Growth and development only encourages more growth and development. What’s the 

point?

- Nassau and Suffolk Counties are very different. Nassau is 1/3 of the regions’s land mass

and has much less remaining open space.  There is a need to preserve what remaining 

open space we have so as to preserve and enhance the overall quality of life.

- For quality of life. This does not preclude having a reasonable amount of open space for 

future economic activity.  Quality of life and health should be the primary focus for all.

- Natural resources, especially on an island are “resources”.  Open space acquisitions 

should be evaluated to determine the effectiveness of the program. We need to take care 

of what we have.

- The private sector will not preserve open space when left alone to do it. 

ALTERNATIVE DEVELOPMENT CONCEPTS: 
- Develop our downtowns.

- Develop mixed use in existing malls. Integrated into the malls should be stores, housing, 

schools, government offices, and health care.

- Need to change the paradigm in selected locations. Create a HUB.  Focus on downtowns 

with train stations.

- Redevelop Brownfields. Clean up what we have now. We need this for job growth-smart 

growth. There are environmental problems in developing farm land. 

- Focus on minority communities that have been historically have lacked new investment 

and capital.

- Restoration needs to be emphasized more.

- Government can direct development through transfer of development rights and 

clustering, which is more affordable than outright open space acquisition.
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OPEN SPACE DOES NOT EXPAND THE TAX BASE AND KEEP YOUNG PEOPLE HERE:
- An argument could be made that open space acquisition erodes the tax base. However 

taxes remain high because of: fraud and abuse; state mandates; disproportionate share 

of state aid; too many governmental units which we need to consolidate; and lack of 

growth (more of a Nassau County specific issue).

- New Suburbia would expand the tax base and retain younger middle class; Long Island’s 

future workforce.

- Young people are leaving Long Island. Why? We need to emphasize the characteristics of 

an island and shoreline.  Education needs to bring us “closer” to the shores naturally not 

through development.

- Long Island has more single family homes with less rental units than other areas of the    

country.

DEVELOP A BALANCE BETWEEN OPEN SPACE AND ECONOMIC ACTIVITY:
- There has to be an appropriate balance between achieving a higher quality of life and 

bolstering economic activity.  There are numerous pros associated with developing open 

space, which in turn will make Long Island more attractive to businesses. These pros

include:

- an increased tax base; 

- the amount of affordable housing units; 

- the attractiveness of Long Island as a place to live on the part of young

and highly skilled workers.

- Any solution requires government involvement in a significant way:  

- even if the market is the driving force in the determination of how open space

is utilized.

- as open space is developed government must assist in reorganizing school 

districts; hospitals; police and fire departments; and transportation infrastructure.  

- There has to be more government oversight, not less. Existing laws must be

implemented and enforced better.

- Economic activity = Quality of life.

- Neither is right nor wrong. The devil is in the details. Have to keep an open mind.
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- Transfer of development rights is a good tool to strike balance. Communities with 

hamlet plans can be receiving areas for the greater density afforded by the transfer of the 

development rights. Surrounding these hamlets should be “halo” areas as transfer of 

development rights sending areas.

- The transfer of development rights program is a failure because the greater density

allowances provided by the program result in communities not wanting to be receiving 

areas.  Every community wants to be a sending area, but few want to be receiving area.  

The density is what communities object to.

- The solution requires and interdisciplinary approach between economic and social 

policy. There is more profit generated by building industrial rather than building 

residential.  There is no scarcity of homes, just affordable ones. 

- We don’t need more strip malls and housing but rather more environmentally friendly 

industrial development. There is faith in government to find this balance.

- We agree with preservation of open space but are concerned about their upkeep since 

our current acquired open space are overused and have become run down. 

CONCERNS ABOUT FAIRNESS IN MARKET AND IN DECIDING WHAT AND WHEN TO PURCHASE
- Establish non-partisan professional commission with all disciplines represented to make 

decisions and balance extreme viewpoints.  Danger in politics is in making decisions in 

response to the loudest voices. This changes as public opinion changes.  Shouldn’t do 

things that lock us into bad decisions.

- In the end the market will be the ultimate decision maker.  There is danger, however, that 

market can be manipulated and can be artificially influence by bad policy along the way.

- Can not go back to unlimited private sector control given Long Island’s home rule.

- Free market will result in haphazard development and uncontrolled school district 

burdens such as Eastport/South Manor. 

- We have worries about the infrastructure demands that a free market will place on 

municipalities. 
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CONCLUSION
What the above discussion presents is that consensus about preserving open space is elusive.  While most

argue that a balance between the environment and economic activity needs to be found, having the market

determine that balance is worrisome.

The obvious conclusion is that we have to preserve as much of what land is left.  However, there has to be

a serious discussion of whether we are buying too much land or not enough, and the economic impact on

the regional economy of either decision

The more land that’s preserved, the less that’s available for affordable housing.  And, with government

setting the price floor through open space purchasing, land becomes more expensive, thus making housing

even less affordable.

The task for the region is to know what is important and distinguish it from what is essential, so that we

can preserve what we absolutely must and open the door to the changes we need.
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CHAPTER 7:  ECONOMICS OF IMMIGRATION

INTRODUCTION: THOUGHTS FROM LIESP
There was a time when United States immigration

policy, despite seeming unfair and harsh, was tightly

enforced and made sense. The Chinese Exclusion Act of

1882 was enacted to protect the jobs of west coast

laborers who feared economic competition from a

cheap Asian labor supply. This act virtually stemmed

China emigration to the United States until after

World War II. Then, in the second half of the 1800’s,

there was the tacit allowance of Mexican labor that

was cheap and plentiful to cross the boarder to fill a

need for agricultural labor from Texas to California.

While the Mexican immigrants, legal or not, were

welcome whenever a labor shortage existed, they were not welcome as permanent residents seeking

citizenship. And from the North, between 1890 and 1900, came the French Canadian immigrants who were a

source of cheap and industrious labor supply for the Northeast factories and industrial plants.  Yet while

providing this needed labor, they were being called “the Chinese of the Eastern States” and were regarded

as poor, ignorant, degraded, and resistant to Americanization.  All because of their Catholicism, which was

fueled by Protestant Yankee antagonisms.  Nonetheless, the French Canadians continued to come and

provided the much-needed workforce sustaining the Northeastern economy. (“The Huddled Masses: The

Immigrant in American Society” by Alan Kraut).  How ironic that the United States, a nation of immigrants,

developed these policies.

Immigration policies were easier to promulgate because they were based on tight immigration

enforcement, hemispheric economies that were not intertwined by free trade agreements, easier immigration

assimilation into American society through a cuing order for lower skilled jobs with a career path.  All this

came to a halt with the advent of the global economy and the North American and Canadian free trade

agreement.  

The global economy changed the skill requirements required of the domestic workforce from blue collar

to those based on intellectual capability, communication and critical thinking.  The result was the

disappearance of jobs for those with lower educational attainment, replaced by jobs requiring a higher

degree of education.  The free trade agreements that sought to eliminate trade tariffs effectively relaxed tight

border enforcement.  Mexico, who doesn’t police its borders and encourages illegal emigration to the United

States because of the economic activity that it generates for Mexico, is a clear example.

Fast forward to today, and the United States has an illegal immigration problem that it can’t get its hand

around, and Long Island has to deal with these problems without the authority nor resources to be effective.

Ironically, dealing with the legal aspect of the undocumented aliens can lead to economic consequences.  This

dichotomy has led to national paralysis.  Yet a clear inspection of the facts reveals that the immigration

issues of today can’t be resolved by thinking that is based on policies developed over 40 years ago.  
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There is a lot to like about what is happening in Washington concerning immigration.  Excepting for

amnesty, which flies in the face of American society that is based on laws, there are some good ideas that can

benefit the Long Island economy.

First and foremost is that three very important segments of the Long Island economy; tourism,

agriculture and fishing require the type of employees that immigrants can fill.  Without these workers, the

economic potential of these industry sectors can’t be filled.  The argument that immigrant workers take away

jobs from Long Islanders is specious, since Long Island prides itself in educating its children to levels that

will provide skills enabling them to access higher paying jobs in the local economy that immigrants can’t fill.

So what is the best path of national immigration policy that will positively impact Long Island?

Next is the impact to the local economy, and why the guest worker initiative makes sense.  The Long

Island tourism industry is estimated to be close to $5 billion in economic activity, nearly 5% of the regional

economy.  Add that to Suffolk County’s ranking as the largest agricultural county in New York State in terms

of dollars of activity and the regions fishing industry close to $90 million, all of which is based on immigrant

labor.  Many of these jobs are not filled, nor wanted by Long Island labor.

For those who would argue that immigrant labor is taking Long Island jobs, one needs look at the

spin-off economic activity of their labor.  Their labor supports nearly $6 billion of Long Island’s economic

activity, and while their labor does not generate all of that activity, immigrant labor plays a large role in

generating that activity, which creates another $6 billion of economic activity. Validation of this is the East

End of the Long Island tourism industry is fearful that the slowness in granting work visas will hurt their

summer season.    

The immigrant workers filling the jobs have a positive impact on the regional economy by sustaining these

industry sectors. Those immigrants that have made an investment in their future on Long Island provide spin-

off economic activity by spending their wages in the region.  The argument that immigrant workers take away jobs

from Long Islanders is specious, since the higher levels of education attainment of Long Island’s children

provides skills enabling them to access higher paying jobs in the local economy that immigrants can’t fill. 

Given these facts, providing work permits through a guest worker program makes sense, but separating

the worker from the family, as the law under consideration would do, does not.  What could result is that

children who have been born here, and thus are American citizens and can stay here would drain government

and medical resources, should the primary family wage earner, usually a male is sent back to his country of

origin.  This would leave a female family head to get lost in the local economy, since women earn less than

men and immigrant women of color without education earn the least.  

It’s time to put to rests the myths about immigration policy, and focus on legally harnessing the economic

activity that is so important to the National and local economies.

IMMIGRANTS CONTRIBUTE TO LONG ISLAND’S ECONOMY
Enlightened immigration policy is timely and must be realistically evaluated.  National and local economic

activity is at risk   Joining in this debate at this LIESP Roundtable are Newsday columnist Raymond J. Keating,

Long Island Federation President, John R. Durso, and Long Island Immigrant Alliance Executive Director,

Dr. Luis Valenzuela.  Their comments and contributions to this debate follow.
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COMMENTS FROM RAYMOND J. KEATING
In a recent column appearing in Newsday, Ray Keating asked “how does immigration affect the economy?”

How people answer this obviously influences which camp they fall into regarding immigration reform. 

The immigration debate has been running hot on Long Island for some time, and is heating up once again

in Congress. One camp buys into the economic-pie school of immigration. In this view, there are only a

certain number of jobs - or pieces of pie - to go around. Therefore, if an immigrant takes some pie, there’s

less for the native-born.  So this group would like to see a big chunk of the estimated 11 million to 12

million illegal immigrants in this nation deported. It also tends not to be keen on expanding legal

immigration.

Fortunately, though, the economy is not about fighting for pie crumbs at the table. Instead,

entrepreneurship, investment, trade, production and consumption mean the pie gets bigger, or more pies are

baked. That is, economic growth and job creation occur.   Understanding that this is how the economy

actually works reveals immigration - legal and illegal - as an economic positive. Quite simply, more

immigrants equal more workers, consumers, investors and entrepreneurs. And the data backs this up.

For example, the 2007 edition of the “Economic Report of the President” noted: “Foreign-born workers (the sum

of legal and illegal migrants) make up 15% of the total U.S. labor force, and since 1996, they have accounted

for about half of the total growth in the labor force, thereby fueling macroeconomic growth.”   For good

measure, recent studies from the National Venture Capital Association and Duke University highlighted major

economic contributions from immigrant entrepreneurs.

But a study released from the Horace Hagedorn Foundation in Port Washington and Adelphi University

drilled down to the impact of the Latino population, including legal and illegal immigrants, on Long Island’s

economy. Economists Mariano Torras from Adelphi and Curtis Skinner from Pelliparius Consulting noted,

“Long Island’s Hispanic population has grown dramatically in recent years, led by new immigration from

Latin America.”

They point out that the Island’s Latino population has tripled since 1980, versus 6% growth in Long Island’s

overall population. Factor out new Latino residents, and Long Island’s population actually would be 3%

smaller than its 1980 level. So the importance of Latinos to the local economy has expanded. 

Torras and Skinner found that employment among Latinos on Long Island grew by one-third from 2000

to 2004. And between 1997 and 2002, the number of Latino-owned businesses on Long Island jumped by 35%,

with growth in Suffolk County particularly strong at 51%. To sum up, the authors estimated that the Latino

population in Nassau and Suffolk had a total economic impact of $5.7 billion in 2004, including helping to

create more than 52,000 jobs. The economic pie grew.
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But what about the burdens immigrants place on local government services? Torras and Skinner

estimated that Latinos, directly or indirectly, generated $925 million in revenue for local governments in

2004, while costing Long Island localities $723 million. That comes out to a net positive contribution to local

government of $614 per Latino resident. What does this all mean? Locally, it’s time for some groups to stop

kicking around immigrants, and instead start recognizing the role they play in keeping Long Island’s economy

afloat. Common- sense economics and basic human decency dictate welcoming immigrants and aiding their

assimilation.

Meanwhile, our congressional representatives should be pushing for comprehensive immigration reform.

Yes, tighten up the borders for national security purposes, but also expand legal avenues for immigration to

keep our economy chugging along. It’s clear that immigrants are not an economic burden, but instead a

blessing.

Mitt Romney and Rudy Giuliani have proven unwavering in their willingness to fudge their positions on

almost any issue to gain favor with conservative Republican primary voters. Take immigration reform, which

deals with the inseparable issues of illegal immigration, undocumented workers and legal immigration

levels. Romney and Giuliani sport fairly pro-immigration records. But they’re running away from them on the

presidential campaign trail.

Romney launched a radio ad attacking New York City and, by implication, Giuliani, on the issue.

Meanwhile, Giuliani has been talking tough about building a fence along the U.S.-Mexico border, finger-

printing and issuing ID cards to those entering the nation, and ending illegal immigration.  The strategy is

clear - but does it make sense?

In fact, there’s nothing necessarily conservative or Republican about adopting an anti-immigration tone.

Confident, positive, Reagan-like conservatism is distinctly pro-immigration. The anti-immigration tail

wagging Republican policy these days springs from a small, but loud, group spreading populist fears.

National security and fighting crime naturally require that we control our borders and kick out

troublemakers. Everyone agrees on that. But the populists ignore the crucial economic, legal and political

aspects of immigration that conservatives should understand.

Most people come to this nation - whether legally or illegally - for opportunity. They fill the labor needs

of consumers and businesses in our growing economy. Immigration reform that ignores fundamental

economics is destined to fail.  Meanwhile, on the legal front, immigration law has been an abysmal failure,

with an enforcement-only legislative strategy destined to fall short as well. Whenever the law ignores reality,

respect for the law suffers.

So, as border security is tightened, economics and respect for the law dictate that legal avenues for

entering the United States and becoming a citizen must be expanded. That has the added benefit of taxpayer

dollars being used to stop bad guys, rather than chasing down people working and contributing to our

nation.
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As for the politics, an anti-immigration strategy is a loser. President George W. Bush ran as a pro-

immigration conservative Republican in 2000 and 2004, while Republicans in the House of Representatives

emphasized an enforcement-only agenda heading into the 2006 elections. According to the National

Immigration Forum, Bush earned 35% of the Latino vote in 2000, and 44% in 2004. House Republicans also

received 44% of the Latino vote in 2004. But in 2006, House Republicans got only 30% of the Latino vote.

Is it mere coincidence that Bush won the White House in tight races, and Republicans lost Congress last

year? With much of the nation’s population growth tied to immigration, anti-immigration politics is just plain

dumb.

But what about conservatives in Republican primaries? Consider the results of a nationwide poll jointly

conducted by the Democratic polling firm Lake Research Partners and Republican pollster The Tarrance

Group, for the National Immigration Forum and the Manhattan Institute. Among all likely voters, 75%

favored comprehensive immigration reform that included beefed-up border security, allowing more

foreigners to come for work and a path to legalization for undocumented workers. Most revealing, 76% of

those identified as “strongly Republican” and 74% of the “very conservative” supported this package.

An anti-immigration agenda is not conservative. Colorado Congressman Tom Tancredo, who is stridently

anti-immigration, is a blip in the polls among GOP presidential candidates. And California Republicans, who

pushed an anti-immigration message in the early 1990s, have suffered in minority status pretty much ever

since.  In the end, being anti-immigration means political suicide for Republicans.

COMMENTS FROM JOHN R. DURSO: THE LONG ISLAND FEDERATION OF LABOR
America’s immigration system is broken and it needs to be fixed.  The American labor movement has

called the present system a blueprint for exploitation of workers, both foreign-born and native.  While

failing to stop the flow of undocumented people into the United States, it is causing workplace

discrimination against immigrants and minorities, particularly undocumented workers.  The current system

leaves unpunished unscrupulous employers who exploit undocumented workers and retaliate against them

when they join with other workers to assert their rights.  Our policy must be reformed to end the cycle of

exploitation that exists in today’s workplaces – exploitation that drags down wages, benefits and working

conditions for all workers.

It is estimated that there are 12 million undocumented immigrants in the United States, and 500,000 new

immigrants – the majority without authorization status – are absorbed into the U.S. Labor force every year.

Economic globalization and harmful U.S. trade policies are at the root of our failed immigration system.

Thirteen years of NAFTA have resulted in the loss of millions of American jobs.  In Mexico, real wages have

declined by 20%, millions of farmers have been dislocated, and millions more reduced to poverty, fueling the

flight into the U.S.
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The AFL-CIO and many international unions have backed a comprehensive reform of our immigration

laws addressing uniform workplace enforcement; permanent residency and legalization for undocumented

workers who have paid taxes and made positive contributions to their communities; and the problems

inherent in guest workers programs which relegate a class of workers to second-class status without workplace

rights.  To fully protect U.S. workers, reduce the unlawful exploitation of immigrant workers, and reduce the

incentive of some employers to hire undocumented workers rather than U.S. workers, all workers, immigrant

and native-born, must have full and complete access to protection of labor, health and safety laws.

The failure of national leaders to fix a broken system has created challenges for local communities to deal

with a rapid influx of immigrant workers, many of whom are undocumented.  State and local political

leaders have attempted to enact policies to address the resulting issues related to housing, health care,

education and local hiring practices.  The courts have rejected many of the fixes, which would restrict the

rights of immigrants.  

The Long Island Federation of Labor has spoken out against proposals that would restrict the rights of

workers to assemble; and against the efforts of the minority caucus of the State Assembly to withhold

extension of the Suffolk County Sales Tax to protest immigration policies in the county.  These are

ineffective gestures that would actually harm working families on Long Island.

The Long Island Federation of Labor will keep the focus on national immigration reform in a way that places

workers rights at the forefront.  On Long Island, our Federation supports a dialogue among religious,

political and community leaders to build consensus about an approach to local immigration issues.  The

Federation also will work to support the organization of immigrant workers, either in established trade unions,

or through centers such as the Workplace Project, which will combat exploitation on the job in a meaningful

way.  Furthermore, the Federation will participate in forums that will educate our leaders about the complex

issues involved in the immigration discussion.

THE AFL-CIO POLICY ON IMMIGRATION 
In its position paper entitled, “Building Understanding, Creating Change: Defending the Rights of

Immigration Workers,” the AFL-CIO says that it proudly stands on the side of immigration workers.  Immigrant

workers are an extremely important part of our nation’s economy, our nation’s union movement and our

nation’s communities.  In many ways, the new AFL-CIO immigration policy signals a return of the union

movement to its historical roots.  It is increasingly clear that, if the United States is to have an immigration

system that really works, it must be simultaneously orderly, responsible and fair.  The policies of both the

AFL-CIO and the United States must reflect those goals.

The United States is a nation of laws.  This means the federal government has the sovereign authority and

constitutional responsibility to set and enforce limits on immigration. It also means our government has the

obligation to enact and enforce laws in ways that respect due process and civil liberties, safeguard public

health and safety and protect the rights and opportunities of workers.
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Unfortunately the current system of immigration reinforcement, while failing to stop the flow of

undocumented people into the Unites States, is causing workplace discrimination against immigrants and

minorities, particularly undocumented workers. The current system leaves unpunished unscrupulous

employers who exploit undocumented workers and retaliates against them when they join with other

workers to assert their rights, thus denying labor rights for all workers. This system of workplace

immigration enforcement in the United States, with its emphasis on the I-9 system, is broken, targets

workers instead of the egregious employers who exploit them and needs to be fixed.

The AFL-CIO believes that any national immigration policy should include the following elements:

- Undocumented workers and their families make enormous contributions to their 

communities and workplaces, and should be provided permanent legal status through a new 

legalization program.

- Employer sanctions and the I-9 system should be replaced with a system that targets and 

criminalizes employers who recruit undocumented workers from abroad for economic gain.

- Immigrant workers should have full workplace rights, including the right to organize with 

protections for whistle-blowers.

- Government safety net benefits are important for all workers, and those unfairly taken away by 

Congress in 1996 should be restored.

- Labor and business together should design mechanisms to meet legitimate needs for new 

workers without compromising the rights and opportunities of workers already here.

- Guest worker programs should be reformed, but not expanded.

The AFL-CIO supports a broad legalization program that makes no distinction based on country of

origin and that allows undocumented workers and their families, who have been working hard, paying taxes,

and contributing to their communities, the opportunity to adjust to permanent legal resident status.  We

should recognize that one of the reasons for undocumented immigration is that our current legal immigrant

system for family members and for workers is in shamefully bad shape.  A broad legalization program

providing permanent residence status, rather than a large new guest worker program, should be the focus of

our efforts.

The AFL-CIO and its affiliated unions will work vigilantly with our coalition partners representing the

immigrant, ethnic, faith and civil rights communities to ensure that comprehensive legislation providing for

legalization and the enforcement of workplace rights for all workers is introduced in Congress and ultimately

signed into law.

History has proven that mistreatment of one group in a workplace ultimately will lead to the mistreatment

of all workers.  We must be mindful of and learn from the history of oppression that many U.S. workers have

faced, in particular the long struggle of African-American workers. All workers must understand the difference

that unions make for workers, whether it is a living wage, better benefits or a safer work environment.
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DR. LUIS VALENZUELA: LONG ISLAND IMMIGRANT ALLIANCE

Jim Claffey wrote recently that during the 1980’s, as Latino immigration to Long Island surged, local

agencies responded with programs.  Although the quality of the support was high, the lack of coordination

between and among various organizations meant that there was no integrated, broad-based approach to

immigrant issues on Long Island.

A startling “wake up call” came in 2000 with the attempted murder of two Mexican day laborers from the

Farmingville area. This convinced local non-profits and pro-immigrant groups that new levels of anti-

immigrant hostility demanded a more unified approach.  In the fall of 2000, representatives of the national

pro-immigrant rights movement along with several Long Island organizations met to discuss immigration on

Long Island.  The result was the founding of the Long Island Immigrant Alliance (LIIA), whose purpose is to

“work in solidarity with all immigrants who are an integral part of so many Long Island communities.

Since then, LIIA has become involved in:

- Assisting the Nassau County Board of Elections to comply with federally mandated 

election procedures for those with limited English proficiency.

- Spearheading the successful campaign that thwarted Suffolk County’s plan to turn police

officers into immigration agents.  The effort gained the active support of more than 40 

civic, labor, religious and community organizations.

- Currently focusing on overcoming the influential and virulent anti-immigrant sentiment of 

those who would evict immigrant workers from their homes and also would criminalize 

them in the mind of the public.

The LIIA has become one of the most effective voices for a broad-based, effective immigrant rights

advocate on Long Island. One-in-seven Long Islanders are born outside of the United States, and this has

fostered growing tensions between these newcomers to the region and older residents, with the older

residents resisting what they view as an incursion into their suburban community.  LIIA believes that

immigrants will remain victims of prejudice and resistance for the foreseeable future.

LIESP FINAL THOUGHTS: IMMIGRATION AND SUSTAINING A WORKFORCE
Long Island, because of its higher standard of living, and with Suffolk County being the largest agricultural

county in the State of New York, has become the destination of choice for immigrants, many of which are

undocumented. This factor, as we have seen in this white paper, has caused heated debates over national and

local immigration policies.    

Spirited discussion over immigration policies is not new to the United States, which is odd for a country

comprised of immigrants.  Each debate is unique to each generation, which is why it is important for federal

participation in the current debate over immigration. This is important to localities, because immigration

policies, laws and the authority and resources to enforce them, begin and end with the Federal Government. 
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There is much disagreement as to how to address today’s immigration problem. Any initiative must

address two important considerations. The first is recognizing that rounding up for deportation the

estimated 11 million undocumented immigrants already here is more difficult and more expensive than the

United States debt-bulging federal budget can absorb.  The other is the cost to many of America’s local

economies that rely on this inexpensive labor force for delivery of good and services.

The first notion to overcome is that there is nothing wrong with debating immigration policy.  Debate over

immigration policies in the United States has been frequent since the birth of the nation, and especially

since the 1960’s. The Immigration Act of 1965 replaced the national quota system that limited immigration

to a designated amount from each country, with a system of graded preferences, including workers with

needed skills.  The Immigration and Nationality Act amendments of 1976 limited the entry of professionals,

who usually circumvented this exception by applying under family reunification. Finally, the Immigration

Reform and Control Act of 1986 called for immigrants unable to achieve a legal status here to return home.

What was common to all the immigration laws, which other than 1965 restricted immigration, is that they

dealt with the concerns of their day, just as the policy alternatives currently under discussion.  Complicating

the current immigration dilemma is the dynamic created by the economic and trade policies of the North

American Hemisphere.  Both the Canadian and North American Free Trade Agreements have made it easier

to trade among nations by removing tariffs and loosening border restrictions, with the comparatively strong

United States economy and job market attracting a flow of labor through a porous Mexican border.

What is inescapable is that, as baby boomers age and retire, new workers must be found to continue

America’s economic growth and provide taxes to fund the very government programs that the retirees will rely

on.  This is especially true for Long Island where retiring baby boomers occupy a significant portion of the

population. Only through legal integration into the American society and economy will assimilation for those

seeking citizenship begin, and a new workforce developed to sustain both the national and regional

economies.

For Long Island to grow, a balance must be achieved between the new immigrants to Long Island and

existing residents. To do less will relegate the region to chasing dreams beyond its capability to achieve. The

result is that no one will benefit. 

Helping to dissect the thorny issue that immigration has begun are LIESP’s Roundtable participants, who

will now share their opinions in “Voices from the Roundtable.”
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VOICES FROM THE ROUNDTABLE: THE PARTICIPANTS SPEAK

IMPORTANCE OF IMMIGRANTS TO THE LONG ISLAND ECONOMY
- Immigrants contribute a lot to the economy; they are part of the driving force in America. 

Immigrants put the final touch to our labor unions by doing the most tedious jobs.

- It’s not that immigrants take jobs that Americans don’t want; they take low-paying jobs 

because they are desperate, and Americans would rather wait for a job that they are better 

suited for.

- We need to recognize that immigrants are a necessary part of the Long Island economy.

- Dr. Venezuela made a good point about workers being educated in their home countries, but 

work here. This helps us economically.

- The question is how unions perceive how organized “illegal” workers are.  On the lower level, it 

appears that they are considered a threat to union workers, that they get jobs by working at 

lower pay and most don’t pay taxes.  Supposedly that is why the unions want to organize 

construction. To get rid of illegal construction labor.

- Immigrants (documented and undocumented) are the fiber that strengthens our economy. They 

serve as diligent,  hard workers and entrepreneurs, and are determined to survive as a family unit.

- Charities are driving economic growth; 25% venture-backed businesses, with 40% venture-

backed technology companies. 

INTEGRATING IMMIGRANTS INTO AMERICAN SOCIETY
- If not in place, there should be a policy implemented to protect immigrants.

- There needs to be more avenues open for legal immigration.  Without citizenship, their dreams 

are deferred for liberty and the pursuit of happiness. Striving for citizenship (becoming

American) will help.

- Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) is unacceptable.

- I agree with legalized immigration, but also more protection of the borders.

- Issue of humanity and economic opportunities.  We should provide economic incentives to

help new immigrants start new businesses and get an education.

- It is imperative that the public perception regarding who immigrants are and how they 

contribute to society and the economy is changed toward a positive light. Until that happens, 

I’m not sure that real change can happen.

- Develop affordable housing, but in a safe area; programs that promote citizenship; accurate 

media reporting that is not incendiary.

- Provide union- and community-sponsored work halls for undocumented immigrants.
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EDUCATION
- Education is the best way to integrate all immigrants. Develop programs that promote 

educating immigrants.

- The school taxes for educating immigrants are an issue.  

- From an education perspective, we allow undocumented immigrant children to attend our 

schools, graduate within the top 5% of the class, but then deny them access as citizens to higher 

education because do not have documentation to apply for financial aid.

- Teaching/learning English will help.

- Stop the punitive policy of testing ESL children after their first year in school.  This creates a 

negative environment for children in school.

NEEDS OF CURRENT CITIZENS
- Before focusing solely on immigration, reforms should focus on problems faced by American 

citizens, including healthcare, taxes and education. When citizens and legal immigrants need

assistance, they need to be taken care of first. Many immigration issues will be resolved by

doing this also.

TURNING IDEAS INTO POLICY
- There should be a commission (a leadership group) on Long Island to come up with solutions 

and to turn those solutions into strategies.

- This was a great subject and it should not just stop, but should go on because, as a community, 

we face all the problems that were expressed.
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CHAPTER 8: THE AGING OF LONG ISLAND --A CRISIS IN ITS INFANCY

INTRODUCTION
This special Roundtable for Long Island’s Future was held at Newsday in Melville when the LIESP white

paper titled, “Aging on Long Island: A Crisis In Its Infancy” was released. The report showed that the only

demographic group on Long Island that will grow during the next 20 years would be aging baby boomers, and

as baby boomers leave their youth behind, there will be fewer Long Islanders around to replace them in the

regional workforce.

The study revealed that between the years 2005 and 2025, those in the region over age 65 will increase their

representation in the regional population from 13% in 2005 to 19% by 2025, a   percentage increase of 46.2%.

In vivid contrast, those of ages up to 20 years decrease from 27% to 24% of the population, or an 11.1% drop,

while those between 20 to 65 years of age reflect a 5% decrease from 60% to 57%. Should these trends

continue, Long Island would be in the dire economic and sociological situation of not being able to insure

the sustainability of its economy, the viability of its ability to raise tax dollars to maintain its infrastructure,

and the fabric of its society. The percent of these dependent Long Islanders as a percent to those of  working

age is cause for concern since the former relies on the latter to pay the rising costs of education, health care,

and pension benefits. 

Joining in on the discussion of these aging issues

that will be confronting Long Islanders were Nassau

County Surrogate Judge John Riordan and Newsday Act II

editor Noel Rubinton.

Noel Rubinton explained that Act II focuses on the

lifestyle choices of Long Islanders over 40 years of age.

He noted that one factor that that may ease the

workforce shortfall is that seniors are living longer. He

also spoke about the effect that greater longevity has

on retirement and on seniors. More are opting for 2nd

and 3rd careers due to the need for their retirement

funds to last longer. Some retirees are outliving their

retirement benefits. Also playing an important role in

the productivity of seniors is their continued activity in health, work, hobbies, and quality of life satisfaction

that keep them mentally sharp.

With living longer comes quality of life, financial and legal issues that seniors must deal with. Judge

Riordan discussed these issues as they come before his court. He noted that cases presented to him have

become more complex in recent years and now include competency, division of estate assets between

children of two separate marriages, pre-nuptials, conflicts between two sets of families due to second

marriages, health proxies, will preparation, providing for long-term healthcare, asset preservation and life

estates. Judge Riordan said that the most important thing that aging Long Islanders must do is develop goals

regarding their assets and their futures, and then insure that these goals are legally protected by seeking

advice from an attorney.
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Health care, a constant concern, was discussed and Rubinton said that the experience that seniors are

having with Medicare Part D, despite the paperwork and bureaucratic maze, is a financial benefit for most.

He added that the health plan proposed by presidential candidate Hillary Clinton would have little effect on

Medicare Part D.

Clearly, the next 20 years will prove most challenging to Long Island and the aging baby boomers and, no

matter what happens, Long Island will be much different from today.  What is apparent is that the global

economy and a more diverse population have brought Long Island to an economic and sociological

crossroad. The workforce is aging with the largest component, baby boomers, nearing retirement age.  The

young people who would normally fill the vacated jobs are decreasing.  To maintain the regional economy

young people must sustain the workforce.  However, that future workforce is leaving Long Island for other,

lower cost regions of the country.    

Adding to the young leaving Long Island, the region’s baby boomers have begun to enter their retirement

years, while birth rates are falling, with resulting workforce shortfalls attempted to be filled by immigrant

groups and their offspring. How these groups fare economically will have a big impact on Long Island

economy perhaps particularly health care delivery. Meanwhile, the Island is facing a housing shortage and

“brain drain” that prevents many of its educated younger people from remaining on Long Island.  In fact,

recent data from the U.S. Census in its American Population Survey reported that Long Island lost 120,000 young

people since 2000.  This does not bode well for the Long Island economy and the workforce necessary to

sustain it.

A factor that may ease the workforce shortfall is that seniors are living longer and the effect of greater

longevity on retirement and seniors. More are opting for 2nd and 3rd careers due to the need for their

retirement funds to last longer -- that is, if they have retirement funds.  With the collapse of the dot-com era

and with many companies investing retirement funds in their own stock rather than diversifying, many baby

boomers approaching retirement have indicated that they don’t have enough to retire.   

Playing an important role in the productivity of seniors is their continued activity in health, work, hobbies,

and quality of life satisfaction that keep them mentally sharp.  

With living longer comes quality of life, financial and legal issues that seniors must deal with. These

issues have become more complex in recent years and now include competency, pre-nuptials, conflicts

between two sets of families when they remarry, health proxies, will preparation, providing for long term

healthcare, asset preservation and life estates. Additional is the experience that seniors are having with

Medicare Part D. Despite the paperwork and bureaucratic maze, it is a financial benefit for most.

The public policy options that Long Island needs to address are inextricably intertwined with each other,

with the resolution of each going a long way in deciding what Long Island, America’s first suburb, will look

like in the 21st century.  One goal of many for the Long Island Economic and Social Policy Institute at

Dowling College, is to begin shedding some light on these issues and public policy options.  This white paper,

“The Aging of Long Island,” is part of the process.
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THE AGING OF LONG ISLAND: THE UNFOLDING OF AN ECONOMIC AND SOCIOLOGICAL CRISIS
Long Island, with its rapidly growing over-55 year old population (currently over 680,000), includes more

than 368,399 residents age 65 years and older. The Island’s younger population consists of 791,166 children

and youth under age 21. Thus, the population of people age 75+ and under age 21, often called the

“bookend” or dependent population, amounts to 1,159,565 people or 42% of Long Island’s total population.

The percent of these dependent Long Islanders as a percent to those of working age is cause for concern

since the former relies on the latter to pay the rising costs of education, health care and pension benefits.

As Long Islanders continue to age, these relationships continue to deteriorate.  

Table 1, which follows, reflects how Long Island will age during the next 20 years as Long Island’s baby

boomers leave their youth behind. In striking fashion, between the years 2005 and 2025, those in the region

over age 65 increase their representation in the regional population from 13% in 2005 to 19% by 2025, a

percentage increase 46.2%.  In vivid contrast, those in ages up-to-20 years decrease from 27% to 24% of the

population, or a 11.1% drop, while those between 20 to 59 years of age reflect a 5% decrease from 60% to

57 %.

Should these trends continue, Long Island would be in the dire economic and sociological situation of not

being able to insure the sustainability of its economy, the viability of its ability to raise tax dollars to

maintain its infrastructure and the fabric of its society. 

TABLE 1: THE AGING OF LONG ISLAND: PROJECTED BY AGE AND GENDER
2005 (%) 2010 (%) 2015 (%) 2020 (%) 2025 (%)

Male 1,348,634 1,333,288 1,328,461 1,369,410 1,314,927

Female 1,406,084 1,435,073 1,438,472 1,395,664 1,439,355

Total 2,754,718 2,768,361 2,766,933 2,765,074 2,754,282

Age Group
Under 5-20 746,640 (27)     705,238 (25) 675,765 (24) 667,768 (24)     672,367 (24)

20 to 59 1,649,093 (60)  1,669,675 (61) 1,662,277 (60) 1,629,336  (59)  1,571,346 (57)

65 to 85+ 358,985 (13) 393,448 (14) 428,891 (16) 467,970 (17)      510,569 (19)

Total 2,754,718 2,768,361 2,766,933 2,765,074 2,754,282

Source: Long Island Association Annual Business Fact Book 2007-2008. From Cornell University Institute 
of Social and Economic Research, Program on Applied Demographics: www.cisercornel.edu/PAD

These trends appear to be reasonable when reviewed in perspective of the recently released 2006

American Community Survey (ACS) by the U.S. Census Bureau.  The ACS reported that, between the years

2000 and 2006, the number of Long Island residents between 25 and 34 years old fell by 72,650 and another

49,827 workers between 35 and 44 years of age for a total of 122,447 workers.  This puts an added strain on

the workforce because these are the very Long Islanders needed to sustain the economy at the very time that

baby boomers will be leaving the workforce.  
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Table 1 also reflects that the situation only worsens during the next 20 years. In what is a clear example

of two demographic categories headed in opposite directions are those Long Islanders between 20 to 59

years of age and those 65 years of age and older. Those between 20 to 59 years of age will continue to decline

by over 77,747 people between now and the year 2025, while those over age 65 will increase by 151,584, more

than twice the decrease of the 20- to 59-year-olds who will increase by nearly 5%, while those retired will

increase by over 42%.  That is a dramatic swing of over nearly 230,000 people, or 8.3% of Long Island’s

current population, which clearly illustrates how fast Long Island will age.  

Table 1 also shows that those up to the age of 19 will decline by 74,273 or 2.7% by year 2025 which

indicates that the new generation of Long Islanders will not be sufficient to sustain the economy and

support those between the ages of 20 to 59 as they begin to retire.

THE IMPORTANCE OF LONG ISLAND’S SENIOR POPULATION TO THE ECONOMY AND SOCIETY

What Table 1 illustrates is that three powerful forces – increasing longevity,declining fertility, and the

disproportionate size of the “baby boom” generation – together drive an unprecedented and relentless shift

in the age distribution of the population and the workforce in industrialized countries.  As workforce growth

slows, there are not enough young workers to replace the population and skills of baby boomers as they

reach the traditional retirement age, and labor and skills shortages will become chronic. Among the fastest

growing sources of new “labor” will be older people, including those already retired. The workforce is

growing increasingly diverse, not only in terms of age, but also in terms of gender, ethnicity, background,

education, lifestyle, and other variables. 

While some older adults will choose to engage in community service and volunteerism, which are

discussed in the following section, others will wish to continue in the workforce due to: economic necessity;

a lack of financial planning; a decrease by employers in the utilization of defined benefit pension plans; a rise

in the use of 401k plans; and, the vagaries of the stock market. 

Working during the traditional retirement years will also likely increase because of changes in public

policy.  Older adults are now able to collect Social Security while working. In addition, the U.S. Supreme

Court recently decided that pensioners are permitted to continue to collect their pensions if they continue

in the workforce. Others may continue to work due to non-economic reasons such as a desire to remain

productive or a sense that retirement will lead to the loss of social connections and purpose in life. 

Another factor, as illustrated in Table 1, is the likelihood that employers faced with labor shortages caused

by the retirements of baby boomers, and a decline in the 20 to 59 year old age group, will increasingly

create incentives for older adults to remain, or re-enter, the work force by offering part-time and contract

employment, flexible schedules, health benefits and other incentives.
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THE NEXT TWENTY YEARS WILL HAVE TRENDS AND CONCERNS THAT LONG ISLAND NEEDS TO
ADDRESS. THEY ARE:

1. There is likely to be a substantial transfer of wealth from one generation to the next. 

2. There may be many vacant jobs as baby boomers retire. 

3. Many retirees can be retrained so that they can fill vacancies in other careers.

4. Many baby boomers will want to work after they leave their career jobs. 

5. Some baby boomers want to volunteer in meaningful public service. 

6. “Aging as decline” infiltrates throughout society, passing from adults to their children as

well as indirectly through media and technology.

7. There are sub-populations whose numbers may grow, including separated, widowed, 

single and divorced older adults, who may need housing as they sell their homes and

seek smaller quarters. Housing developments that accommodate people who want to 

share housing may be an issue. 

8. Some older people are being forced to sell their homes against their wishes because they

are spending over half their incomes on housing-related costs. 

9. There is growth in the number of grandparents raising grandchildren. Research indicates 

that this group is vulnerable to health and mental health problems in raising young 

children and teenagers during their retirement years. 

10. The growing crisis in health care for older people partially concerns the fact that long-term

care workers such as Home Health Care Aides, Home Companions and Nurses Aides are 

paid low salaries and poor benefits. These staff people provide a great deal of the hands-

on care in our health care system and are thus invaluable.

11. Employers will increasingly cancel retiree health coverage, increase co-payments,

deductibles and retiree contributions to health insurance premiums.

12. There is a growing older-adult market for age-restricted housing development. There are 156 

age-restricted communities on Long Island right now and 60 more proposed or under 

construction, most in Suffolk County. Along with the housing shortage, this raises a cause 

for concern since this type of housing isolates generational groups from contact with one 

another.  The distancing of generational groups from each other can lead to age discrimination 

and age stereotyping, and is considered to be an unnatural societal phenomenon.

13. Employees generally feel their employers have an obligation to provide some retirement 

education and planning tools. 
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14. Employees generally do not perceive their employers as supporting their needs or desires 

to continue working past traditional retirement age. 

15. Many older Long Islanders live in poverty conditions in sub-standard housing or reside, 

often prematurely, in institutional settings. Single and widowed older women and men on 

small fixed incomes are often at-risk when living alone while assisted living facilities are 

beyond the reach of large numbers of older adults.  One third of Long Island House-

holders age 65+ have a disability, either sensory, physical or mental, that limits their

ability to leave home.

What this analysis concludes is that Long Island will be aging with an inadequate population of young

people to take their place in the workforce.  Hanging in the balance will be the sustaining of Long Island’s

economy and sociological fabric of life.
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CHAPTER 9: THE ECONOMIC AND ENVIRONMENTAL INJUSTICE OF LONG ISLAND’S
MANUFACTURED GAS PLANTS

INTRODUCTION

You wonder why there was such a rush by the Public Service Commission to approve the $11.8 billion

acquisition of Key Span Corp. by National Grid, when environmental and economic considerations loom on

the horizon.  The approval of the deal at an August 22 vote by the full PSC ignored Suffolk County Legislator

Wayne Horsley’s (D- Lindenhurst) concerns that the deal does not provide for the investigations and cleanup

of KeySpan’s toxic gas-plan sites on Long Island, the most severe of which is in Bay Shore.

Nor did the PSC heed the call by the Long Island Economic and Social Policy Institute at Dowling College

for an $1 billion escrow account, funded by National Grid and KeySpan, to pay for clean up costs of the

manufactured gas plant sites.  The escrow account would have had National Grid and KeySpan stockholders

pay for the cleanup, thus saving Long Island ratepayers from as much as a 25% to 30% increase in their gas

and electric costs.  These rate increases would be additional to the normal increases due to the increasing

costs of oil and natural gas necessary to produce the electricity

that Long Island consumes. 

At issue, as explained by Dowling Professor of Earth and

Marine Science, Dr. John Tanacredi was, and remains, the former

manufactured gas plants that, in their heyday converted coal to

an illuminating gas that when delivered by underground pipes,

conveyed a source of energy for Long Island’s manufacturing

and business sectors and also provided the energy that lit street

lamps, heated homes, and fired stoves and ovens for cooking. As a general rule, these abandoned sites, which

contain coal tar hazardous waste, are now owned, or are the responsibility of, gas and electric utility

companies, one of which is KeySpan.  The site in Bay Shore, which according to the Bay Shore-based Gas Plant

Alliance (GPA) is that “KeySpan’s latest estimate to clean up this mess is over $208 million, and could still

leave a lot of contamination in the ground.” 

Bay Shore is not alone.  There are other sites on Long Island that the GPA estimates will take another $400

million to clean up.  The fact is that costs of investigating and cleaning up these sites could reach several

billion dollars and will require decades of work to accomplish.  However, the National Grid proposal to the

PSC said that it wouldn’t address “the potential recovery from electric customers of the cleanup costs, with

the understanding if the costs are not recovered from the electric customers they will be recovered from

KeySpan’s Long Island gas customers.”  Legislator Horsley says that, based on an October 17, 2007 decision

by the PSC, Long Island ratepayers will be paying more for energy. 
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LIESP maintains that PSC turned their backs on Long Island ratepayers.  They should have required

National Grid to establish an escrow account that would fund an expeditious cleanup of the MGP sites,

recovery of impacted natural resources, reimburse businesses and home owners for property damage and loss

of market value, provide for medical surveillance of Long Islanders living in the impacted areas, and most

important, not charge ratepayers. The PSC wasted Long Island ratepayer’s last hope for environmental

justice.

Discussing all these issues at the LIESP Roundtable on Manufactured Gas Plants: A Long Island Legacy
Of Environmental Injustice were Suffolk County Legislator Wayne Horsley, David J. Manning, Executive Vice

President, U.S. External Affairs for National Grid and Dowling College Professor of Earth and Marine

Science,  Dr. John Tanacredi.  

THE ISSUES: EXTENT OF REMEDIATION AND COST OF REMEDIATION
What is at issue are the former manufactured gas plants that, in their heyday of the early 1900’s,

converted coal to an illuminating gas, that when delivered by underground pipes, conveyed a source of

energy for Long Island’s manufacturing and business sectors, and also provided the energy that lit street

lamps, heated homes and fired stoves and ovens for cooking. As a general rule, these abandoned sites, which

contain coal tar hazardous waste, are now owned, or are the responsibility of, gas and electric utility

companies, one of which is National Grid, by way of its purchase of KeySpan.  The site in Bay Shore, which

according to the Bay Shore-based Gas Plant Alliance (GPA) is that “Key Span’s latest estimate to clean up this

mess is over 208 million dollars and could still leave a lot of contamination in the ground.”

Other coal-tar contaminated sites, including the Village of Hempstead, according to GPA estimates, will

cost another $400 million to clean up.  These sites, according to News12 Long Island on a November 2, 2007

telecast, include Manhasset, Oyster Bay, Lynbrook, Bellmore, Saltaire, Pinelawn-Farmingdale, Riverhead,

East Hampton, Southold and Port Jefferson. The fact is that costs of investigating and cleaning up these sites

could reach several billion dollars, should the contamination reach the waters of the Great South Bay and

the canals that are fed by the Bay. Furthermore, the cleanup and monitoring will require decades of work to

accomplish.  However, as reported in Newsday, National Grid’s proposal to the PSC says that it won’t address

“the potential recovery from electric customers of the cleanup costs, with the understanding if the costs are

not recovered from the electric customers, they will be recovered from Key Span’s Long Island gas customers.”

This corporate intent of National Grid was confirmed on the News12 Long Island telecast of November 2,

2007 which contained a statement of National Grid in response to LIESP’s claim that ratepayers would

ultimately pick up the costs of the clean up. The November 2, 2007 statement by National Grid said,

“National Grid will vigorously pursue third parties who should be responsible for parts of the cleanup costs,

including insurance carriers…and will seek rate recovery for the remainder of the cleanup costs.”  If National

Grid has its way, Long Island ratepayers will be paying for the cleanup by way of higher energy costs. 
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The PSC has an obligation to Long Island ratepayers, especially since they failed Long Island ratepayers

by allowing National Grid to purchase KeySpan Energy without any escrow fund to pay for an expeditious

cleanup of the MGP sites, for recovery of impacted natural resources, to reimburse businesses and home

owners for property damage and loss of market value, provide for medical surveillance of Long Islanders

living in the impacted areas and most important, don’t charge the ratepayers.  The PSC, which will review and

vote in late December 2007 on who is responsible for paying for the cleanup of the Long Island MGP sites, is

Long Island ratepayer’s last hope for economic and environmental justice.

THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION FAILS TO ACT
Suffolk County Legislator Wayne Horsley (14th District), a participant in this roundtable, lamented that

under PSC staff recommendations, National Grid could earn profits for not remediating toxic sites. Horsley

said that because of “PSC staff recommendations, the abolishing of 96’ Costing Sharing Agreement would

result in a $1.4 Billion Liability To Be Collected From Long Island Ratepayers.” Horsley noted that on “Wednes-

day, October 17, 2007, Public Service Commission staff dealt a significant blow to the Long Island economy

when it recommended that National Grid be eligible to recover 100% of remediation costs from ratepayers.

The result is a $1.4 billion liability to ratepayers.  In doing so, Staff has recommended the elimination of

existing penalties, a direct contradiction of Suffolk and Nassau County efforts hold the utility accountable.”

The observation of Legislator Horsley is that Long Island “is witnessing ,at the hands of the PSC, is not a

failure to act on behalf of ratepayer interests, but what can only be interpreted as a deliberate attempt to

enhance corporate profit at the expense of ratepayers. What I have read in Staff recommendations is

shocking, and is, in fact, the exact opposite of what Suffolk and Nassau Counties have so vigorously fought

for.  Suffolk is left with no recourse but to consider joining an on-going class-action law suit against National

Grid.” 

During National Grid’s takeover of KeySpan, Suffolk and Nassau Counties argued before the PSC to expand

and enhance an existing cost-sharing penalty that would saddle the utility with a percentage of remediation

expenses. The purpose of this cost-sharing penalty was to increase the rate of MGP remediation and

encourage cost-efficient clean up. The penalty was first instituted by the PSC in 1996 and contradicts

numerous statements that the PSC has no jurisdiction in this matter. The positions of Suffolk and Nassau

Counties appear later in this white paper.

WHAT IS AT STAKE: THE ECONOMIC IMPACT
What may occur, if the staff recommendations are approved at the PSC’s December 2007 meeting, is that

National Grid must only absorb a percentage of remediation costs incurred between mid-2006 to December

31, 2007. Beginning January 1, 2008, National Grid would be eligible for complete reimbursement of

remedial expenses, which could reach higher than $1 billion and, if the waters of the Bay Shore canals are

impacted, the remediation cost could reach in the several billions of dollars.
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Support for the over $1,015,317,828.00 National Grid (KeySpan) cleanup costs are based on an data

extracted from Long Island Lighting Co. v. Allianz Underwriters Ins. Co. that was released on May 14, 2007 by

Suffolk County Legislator Wayne Horsley. At that time, also disclosed was that the $1 billion does not include

the cost of 26 recently disclosed MGP sites and that the total cost to remediate the original 48 KeySpan-

owned MGP sites has continued to climb. Further noted was that this figure does not include the cost to

remediate 26 additional MGP and historic gas sites disclosed February 2, 2007 by consent order. Since

National Grid announced its takeover of KeySpan Energy, the total number of MGP sites has ballooned to 69.

The National Grid-proposed KeySpan acquisition and rate plan would charge the consumer with 100% of the

clean up costs.

In a now publicly disclosed insurance litigation case (Long Island Lighting Co. v. Allianz Underwriters Ins. Co.,

KeySpan commissioned LECG to perform “actual analysis and projections of the damages” resulting from

KeySpan-held MGP sites. The result was a total cost estimate for each site, including past and future cost

estimates computed to the 95th percentile probability of occurrence. The report estimates that in 2003 seven

MGP sites in Suffolk and Nassau service territories (KEDLI) alone would cost $493,367,531.00. When adjusted

for inflation, these same sites cost $571,427,239.00 today. According to the same report, the total cost to

remediate 28 sites in the New York City service territory (KEDNY) in 2003 was $383,253,000.00. Today, when

adjusted for inflation, these same sites cost $443,890,589.00.  When all KeySpan Energy service territories are

combined the grand remediation total in 2003 was $811,742,408.00. Today, when adjusted for inflation, these

same sites cost $1,015,317,828.00 (extracted from Long Island Lighting Co. v. Allianz Underwriters Ins. Co.).

Legislator Horsley also noted, “these numbers were utilized by KeySpan when litigating for

environmental damages under multiple insurance policies. At that time, it was in their best interest to

present the worst-case scenario.” The total cost of remediation considered only those sites categorized as

MGPs in 2003, and does not include the 26 recently disclosed MGP and “historic gas sites” located in Saltaire,

Southold, East Hampton (at Buells Lane & at Railroad Avenue), Pine Lawn/Farmingdale, Riverhead and Port

Jefferson. These sites were noted in a November 2, 2007 News12 feature.  SIR charges remain the subject of

ongoing settlement negotiations, and at $1.015 billion, represent 13.9% of the total value of National Grid’s

proposed acquisition. A full inventory of MGP sites, environmental status and deadline for clean ups will be

the focus of a report requested by LIPA Chairman Kevin Law on April 22, 2007. 

A true MGP inventory and cost evaluation of the cleanup costs and who pays for those costs are

essential, since LIESP has estimated that the $1 billion clean up costs would increase gas and electric rates

by upwards of 30% from the current level paid by Long Islanders of approximately $3.5 billion. Additionally,

the $1 billion of cleanup costs would have a $3 billion negative economic impact on Long Island economy,

which would be nearly 2.5% of the current Long Island economy.
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WHAT IS AT STAKE: UNRESOLVED ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT CONCERNS
Dr. John Tanacredi, Chair of the Dowling College Department of Earth and Marine Science, notes, “we have

come a long way in our scientific ability to detect and track and, in some cases, restore the surface and

subsurface ecology of contaminated sites.” Tanacredi, who served the National Park Service as an

ecotoxicologist for some 25 years, observed that since Love Canal numerous cases of restoration exist where

ecotoxicologists have determined the migration and in-site toxicity to soil microbes at a minimum, and to

the seepage into groundwater aquifers at the worse-case scenario.     

The range of toxic compounds, such as PAHs (polynucleated aromatic hydrocarbons), chlorinated

hydrocarbons and metals (mercury, cadmium, etc.), can be very extensive, requiring significant resources to

“clean” the site in question, each which are unique in the clean-up strategy implemented.  Since these

contaminated “sites” may move in the groundwater, waiting will only contribute to greater impacts to

surrounding communities that may not have been impacted by the initial pollution discharge event(s). The

primary areas of investigation would be the extensiveness of the remediation. Once that is determined, then

who pays for it to be done is the critical action.  The longer this takes, the more it will cost.

Based upon the facts that the identified MGPs have contributed to both air and ground (vapor intrusion),

a host of VOCs (volatile organic compounds) and xenobiotics, such as PAHs and PCBs, history tells us that

ecotoxicological “safe” limits for human and natural resource exposure could have been exceeded. A mass

balance/industrial ecological approach has not been aggressively attempted so far by the regulatory agencies

responsible for Super Fund type-sites. 

This leaves several unanswered questions as to the extent of contamination from xenobiotics generated

by MGPs on Long Island. Furthermore, contaminated commercial or industrial sites, that have been

designated “brown fields” for restoration purposes, are enmeshed in communities throughout the Long

Island Region.  Vapor intrusion, groundwater well contamination and volatilization into the local air shed may

have impacted residential property owners, possibly affecting their health due to the chronic low-level

exposures.

Regarding these sites, USEPA has identified as “priority pollutants” – chlorinated solvents (TCE, PCE, TCA),

to name a few. However, these toxic groups of compounds have never been investigated at all MGP sites,

due to expense or just overload of work for regulatory agencies.  The prompting of a quick response by

public agencies “possibly missing the detection levels” of some compounds that may have allowed for de novo

synthesis at sites contaminated with PCBs, PAHs and chlorinated HCs which could be emitted into air after

remaining together in the soil for decades. The level of response has not been adequate to the potential

harm from these xenobiotics.

Tanacredi re-emphasized that, “the range of toxic compounds and metals can be very extensive, requiring

significant resources to ‘clean’ the site in question, each of which are unique in the clean-up strategy

required.  The primary areas of investigation would be the extensiveness of the remediation required, and the

longer this takes, the more it will cost in the long run.”
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National Grid’s David Manning gave a spirited defense of National Grid and, while not disclosing or

updating any remediation costs, Manning did say that National Grid was committed to cleaning up all the

MGP sites on Long Island.  He said that National Grid is working closely with the New York State Department

of Environmental Conservation’s Division of Environmental Remediation, which is monitoring the

remediation activities.      

LIESP believes that one irrepressible conclusion is that the extent of the environmental unknowns requires

that a study be undertaken with full disclosure of the existing environmental contamination, the costs to

fully remediate that contamination  and identify who will pay for the clean up. Furthermore, if National Grid

has this information, full disclosure should be made immediately so Long Islanders understand the full

environmental and economic impact.

The Roundtable attendees, after digesting the very spirited discussion, were asked, “What should National
Grid and the Public Service Commission do regarding the environmental and economic burdens of Manufactured
Gas Plants?”. What follows are their comments.

VOICES FROM THE ROUNDTABLE

SOIL COMPOSITION AND GROUNDWATER CONTAMINATION DISCLOSURE
- Firm up soil composition and determine how the composition effects clean up.

- On the basis of evaluating the risks through a cost benefit analysis, develop a prioritized

plan for remediating the contamination.

- Provide information on the plume, rate of migration, how deep, length, width and 

nearness to the water table.

- Apart from napthaline, what is the concentration of other PAH’s, PCB’s, BTEX, and MTG 

organic compounds? At what depth in the soil are they and where they tested?

FULL DISCLOSURE NEEDED
- A combined effort with the major corporations and state, federal and local governments.

- Full site inspection needed to determine the extent of contamination under supervision

of appropriate regulatory bodies. An assessment of the risks associated with contaminants

found should be disclosed.

- KeySpan/National Grid should send out information to all rate payers in a “MGP” newsletter.

- What other undetected MGP sites are there on Long Island.
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HEALTH CONCERNS
- What will be the long-term health effects on workers and how will they be compensated.

PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION: POLICY SUGGESTIONS
- Public Service Commission, on the basis of examining national precedents for financially 

dealing with this type of situation, should develop a plan for sharing the costs of clean up 

related to the responsibility for creating the situation and possible negligence or 

precedence for dealing with the issue over time.

REMEDIATION METHODS
- How was the current technology selected, as opposed to other technology that are available?  

Who determines the level of detection (PPB. PPT, etc.)?

FINAL THOUGHTS: IT’S BEEN QUITE A YEAR

It’s been quite a year for the Long Island Economic and Social Policy Institute at Dowling College

Roundtable for Long Island’s Future, where tough issues are routinely interactively debated between policy

makers and Long Island roundtable attendees. What made the first year incredibly successful were the

previously presented comments of Roundtable participants, which have guided LIESP in its work and in

bringing forth new ideas to nagging public policy issues. 

LIESP has had other important successes: one was Dowling Professor of Economics, Dr. Mark Greer’s study

that shed light on the high costs of LIPA’s wind farm initiative, leading to LIPA’s rejecting of the project.

Others included two LIESP studies for Senator Charles Schumer (D-New York), one illustrating the economic

impact of the Alternative Minimum Tax on Long Islanders and the other of the cost to the economy from the

beach closings during the all-important summer tourist season.  

We are most pleased of our work with Senator Dean Skelos on a possible permanent shift in financing

education that, if enacted, could bring a nearly 45% reduction in Long Island property taxes, while also

controlling future school district spending.

For those who missed some of our roundtables, we hope that this white paper fills in the missing pieces.

If you have any comments or suggestions to the issues we have discussed, please let us know.  We value your

opinions.

Make sure you schedule LIESP’s 2008 season. Our second year is sure to be as controversial and

informative as the first, discussing issues that others fear to touch, while building bridges to public policy

makers.
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ABOUT MARTIN R. CANTOR, 
Director, Long Island Economic and Social Policy Institute at Dowling College

Martin R. Cantor has a Bachelor of Science Degree in Accounting from Brooklyn College of

the City University of New York, and a Master of Arts Degree in Interdisciplinary Studies from

Hofstra University, and is currently enrolled in the doctoral program in Educational

Administration, Leadership and Technology at Dowling College. 

He is Director of the Long Island Economic and Social Policy Institute at Dowling College, a

Certified Public Accountant in private practice, an adjunct associate professor of economics,

a consulting economist providing services to counties, towns, villages, industrial

development agencies, and Chairman of the Suffolk County Judicial Facilities Agency.

Mr. Cantor has served as Suffolk County Economic Development Commissioner, Chief Economist, New York

State Assembly Subcommittee for the Long Island Economy; Senior Fellow at the White Plains, New York-based

Institute for Socio-economic Studies , Chief Economist and Chair of the Long Island Development Corp; a

building trades labor/management arbitrator; a consultant to the Nassau Interim Financial Authority; an

advisor to the Suffolk County Executive and Chair of The Suffolk County Downtown Revitalization Advisory Panel,

faculty member in the Brooklyn College Department of Economics; Executive Director of the Patchogue Village

Business Improvement District; and, most recently, as Director of Economic Development and Chief Economist

for Sustainable Long Island and the Long Island Fund for Sustainable Development. 

His work is included in the National Tax Rebate-A New America With Less Government, and has prepared downtown

revitalization plans for Long Island and New York City neighborhoods featuring art districts, economic

restructuring, waterfront projects and community organizing. He was the architect of the Nassau County

Comptroller's debt restructuring plan for resolving Nassau County's fiscal crisis; has been a columnist for Long

Island Business Journal; and has authored federal, state and local legislation; economic impact analyses; socio-

economic profiles of the New York City and Long Island economic, employment and educational bases; and,

annual reports on the State of the Long Island Economy. 

Mr. Cantor provides economic and business commentary on television and radio; is a columnist for the Long

Island Business News, Long Island's largest business weekly, and the LI Pulse; has appeared in The New York Times and

Newsday, and has been syndicated nationally by Newsday, Bridge News and Knight- Ridder/Tribune News Service. He is

an Honorary Member of Delta Mu Delta - The National Honor Society in Business Administration, and has been

recognized by the National Association of Counties for innovative uses of Industrial Revenue Bonds, international

trade promotion initiatives, and downtown revitalization. He was invited by Dr. William Julius Wilson of Harvard

University's John F. Kennedy School of Government to present his paper entitled Race Neutral Sustainable Economic

Development. He is the author of the recently published Long Island, The Global Economy and Race: The Aging of

America's First Suburb. (www.martincantor.com) 
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